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Residents ready to tackle flu

HOLLY WISE/Ledger & Times
Over 700 flu vaccines were given Thursday at the third and final public vaccine
station at Glendale Road Church of Christ. Nearly 2,000 have been administered throughout the city and surrounding areas. According to Miller, no one has
had a problem with shortages and there are still plenty of vaccines left.

Local Red Cross
volunteers in
I Calif. aiding
wildfire victims
By TOM BERRY
So far, the blaze has scorched
Staff WM*.
"mama was.
763
Volunteers
with
the miles; an area about h
the
calloway County Chapter of the size of Rhode Island — destroyAmerican Red Cross are in ing 1,800 homes. At least one
southern California today with a person has been killed with
mission to aid victims of raging dozens injured; including firewildfires.
fighters. About $1 billion in
Dee Minter, Bob West and property damage has been
Jan Erkman flew to San Diego reported.
Minter said this morning that
from Paducah Thursday morning. Minter said she expects the the group anived with bus loads
trio will be very busy for the of other Red Cross volunteers
next 22 days doing what they from across the nation. She
can to make the victims' burden could see that the fires were still
raging from sky.
a little lighter.
"It's a little smoky," she said.
According to an Associated
Press report this morning, about "We could see some of the fires
one million Californians have from the air as we were making
evacuated homes, public hous- our approach."
ing, nursing homes and hospiEriunan, who has traveled to
tals to alternate locations, motel other disaster sites with the Red
rooms, public shelters or to stay Cross group but not during the
with friends and family. Some actual emergency, said she was
have been allowed to return to glad to do what she could to
survey the damage to their prop- help.
erty after the fire has passed
through.
•See Page 2A

By HOLLY WISE
plenty of vaccines left and nobody
Staff Writer
has had a shortage.
Area residents are taking the mesAccording to a statewide press
sage of flu vaccinations seriously.
release from the Cabinet for Health
According to Jen Miller, site man- and Family Services, the national
ager for the Calloway County Health guidelines have expanded for chilDepartment, nearly 2,000 area indi- dren. Previously, it was recommendviduals have been given flu vaccines ed that children between the ages of
this month alone.
six to 24 months should be vaccinatThe first flu clinic was held at the ed. Now the recommended age is six
University Church of Christ Oct. 10, months to four years and 11 months,
where 576 vaccines were given. Children as young as two years old
Eight days later, another station was are now able to be vaccinated using
set up at the Weaks Community the nasal flu vaccine, FluMist.
Center. The third and final station was
Vaccination is important for peoThursday at Glendale Road Church of ple age 65 or older and people who
Christ, where more than 700 vaccines have chronic conditions such as heart
were administered.
disease, cancer, asthma or diabetes,
Vaccines were also administered at the release indicated.
area nursing homes and schools.
The flu season peaks between
Though this was the last scheduled January and March and can start as
public station. Miller said they will be early as October and last as late as
setting up clinics at local businesses May. According to the Cabinet for
and at Murray State University.
Health and Family services, a flu vac"Hopefully we will give it till it's cine is the best way to reduce chances
gone," she said, adding that there are of getting sick.

In an effort to reduce the risk of
getting the flu, individuals are
encouraged by the Cabinet for Health
and Family Services to:
— wash your hands often to protect you from germs
— avoid touching your eyes, nose
or mouth. Germs are often spread
when a person touches something that
is contaminated with germs and then
touches his or her eyes, nose or
mouth.
— cover your mouth and nose
with a tissue when coughing or sneezing.
— avoid close contact with people
who are sick.
— if possible, stay home from
work, school or errands when you're
sick.
According to statistics from the
Cabinet for Health and Family
Services, flu is responsible for
200,000 hospitalizations and 36,000
deaths a year in the United States.

EXPO CENTER'S GONE To THE DOGS

TOM BERRY/ Ledger & Times
Debra Evans, a member of the Paducah Kennel Club, puts her dog, Delco, through his paces during the club's Agility and
Obedience Trial Competition at the William "Bill" Cherry Exposition Center this morning. The competition, which will continue
through Sunday, is expected to draw more than 300 dogs of various breeds.

City backs grant
money for Murray Competition puts canines through their paces
Fire Department
By HOLLY WISE
Staff Writer
The Murray Fire Department has been awarded an assistant firefighter grant through FEMA, which will allow them to purchase
nearly $30,000 worth of equipment for MFD's two rescue trucks.
Murray Fire Chief Michael Skinner made the announcement
Thursday night before the Murray City Council.
Some of the equipment included in the purchase are airbags,
which will be new equipment for the fire department.
Skinner explained that the airbags are able to fit into small places
like factory equipment or between rocks where large rescue equipment cannot fit. Once the airbag is inserted, it is inflated and will
allow rescue workers to fret the victims.
The department also purchased a cutter/spreader rescue tool, a
cutter and other equipment to be used on the rescue trucks.
In order to receive the grant, the city must make an in-kind cash

•See Page 2A
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arena, so the Expo Center was dance, Jackson added, "I would
selected.
say 400 to 500 total."
He noted that the trials are
He reported that some 40 to
always held the 43rd weekend 50 breeds will be involved in the
of the year, which is usually the event.
last weekend in October.
Dogs registered in agility
"This will make the sixth will compete in six classes:
year for the agility trials. The Novice Std; Novice Jumper with
obedience trials have been an Weaves (IWW); Open Std;
annual event for many years. Open .1WW; and Excellent Std
Until six years ago the obedi- and Excellent JWW. He said the
ence trials were the same week- obedience category has approxiend as our conformation show, mately the same number of
but when we started agility we classes.
moved the two together," he
"Participants in agility will
commented.
be given a map of the courses
"It is safe to say there will be for the day at 7:30 a.m. and they
about 200 people competing on will have to study and follow the
Friday and approximately 300 instructions on the maps. In obeon Saturday and Sunday. When dience the judges give the direcyou add the college students tions after you and your dog
who will be involved you can enter the ring," he remarked.
add another 100 people per "Each class gets more difficult
day," he noted. As for atten- as you progress from Novice to

Staff Report
The Paducah Kennel Club
Agility and Obedience Trials,
sponsored by the Paducah
Kennel Club, will be held today
through Sunday at the William
"Bill" Cherry West Kentucky
Livestock
Exposition
and
Center on College Farm Road.
The trials start daily at 8 a.m.
According to Fred Jackson,
agility trial committee person
for the club,"In both agility and
obedience, it is a test of your
training skills and your dog's
ability to follow the course or
instructions. Also, in agility, you
are running against an electronic
timer."
Jackson said in the past the
club has used the Paducah
Kennel Club grounds for the trials, but after last year's rains
they saw the need for an indoor
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Open and then to Excellence. In
Excellence the dogs cannot
make any mistakes and they
have to beat the time that AKC
sets which depends on how
many yards there are in the
course."
The competition is open to
any AKC registered dog.
Currently, animals will be competing
from
Kentucky,
Tennessee, Missouri, Illinois,
Wisconsin and Indiana. Other
states are also expected.
'The Novice dogs have to
earn three qualifying runs (legs)
before they can move up to
Open competition. Then the
Open dogs have to earn three
legs before they move up to
Excellent A and 10 legs to

•See Page 2A
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,miteckvInBrief
Mother charged with murder
IA newborn's death
McCoy teed off for

Poll: Governor still trails

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Republican Gov. Ernie Fletcher
continues to trail his Democratic
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — When Kathryn
challenger by double digits,
was
thg Bellamune University women's golf team on Oct. 6 she
according to poll results
carrying a secret
released Thursday evening.
McCoy was 9-months pregnant. That pregnanFletcher trails Lexington
cy would come to a tragic end a little more than
attorney Steve Beshear by 15
two weeks later with McCoy being arrested and
points. According to the Heraldcharged in the death of her newborn baby girl.
36
News
Leader/Action
from
sophomore
-old
19-year
a
McCoy.
Election Poll. A poll conducted
being
was
"Katie,"
by
goes
Plainfield. Ind., who
by the two news organizations
held at Louisville Metro Corrections Thursday
in September showed Fletcher
the
concealing
evening, charged with murder,
trailing by 17 percent.
birth of an infant and tampering with physical eviThe telephone survey, condence. She was arrested a little more than 36 hours
ducted by Maryland-based
after giving birth early Wednesday morning in her
Research 2(XX) between Oct. 22
McCoy
dorm room on campus.
and 24, had a margin of error of
The birth, death and arrest left both police and students at the libplus or minus 4 percent.
eral ails college of 3,(XX) students aghast.
The results show that,
23a
Lemberg,
Byron
said
now,"
nght
"llic campus is in a funk
Beshear, a former lieutenant
be?"
not
it
could
"How
Ky.
year-old art student from Union,
governor and attorney general,
Louisville police Lt. Barry Wilkerson, who oversees the homiwould receive 55 percent of the
want
but
cide unit, said officers were disturbed by what happened,
vote compared to 40 percent for
make the case against McCoy.
Fletcher. Five percent of the 600
likely voters surveyed said they
are still undecided with less than
two weeks until the Nov. 6 election.
Del Ali. president of Olney,
: FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -- Peabody Energy could announce
Md.-based Research 2000
einly next week where it will build a $3 billion plant that will conwhich conducted the poll, said
vert coal to synthetic natural gas. a spokeswoman said Thursday4
with such a wide margin
; The St. Louis-based company has considered several locations in
between the candidates, camKentucky. Illinois and Indiana.
paign cash to fund a final ad
The Kentucky Economic Development Finance Authority on
blitz becomes cnucal.
Thursday agreed to provide Peabody S250 million in tax incentives
• "'
in.hopes of luring the project to the Bluegrass State.
• Peabody spokeswoman Beth Sutton said that agreement "is terrific news" for the project.
7 "We'll he reviewing the agreement with our project management
team, and we will be quickly responding with our next steps in the
precess," she said.
Sutton said the project, when completed. would employ 4(X) to
500 people in jobs in both the conversion plant and III an adjacent
coal mine

Peabody could announce location of
$3 billion plant next week

But the most recent campaign finance reports from early
October showed that Beshear
had nearly $1.7 million left in
his bank account after paying in
advance for several weeks
worth of TV ads, while
Fletcher's campaign had $1.2
million on hand.
unless
is over
"This
(Beshear) foolishly spends the
money like no one else has and
Fletcher spends the money
strategically perfect," Ali said.
But a spokesman for Fletcher
said the governor will close the
gap.
"We believe that we'll see
this race tighten as we move into
Fletcher
November," said
spokesman Jason Keller. "The
only poll that truly matters is the
one take on Nov. 6, and the
enthusiasm we're seeing across
the commonwealth is going to
translate into a victory on
Election Day.
Beshear said his lead in the
poll won't slow his campaign
efforts.
"We're going to work as hard
as we can to make sure we turn
the vote out and we're victorious," Beshear said.
Fletcher has faced a consistent 15- to 20-point deficit in

andillefFeenoendittedliti-:
Republican Gov. Ernie Fletcher. lett,
poor to theartalotnandie
hands
shake
lenger Steve Beshear
debate in Lexington, Ky., in a file photo.
1_11e Insurance Co.
sanous media polls throughout
But the latest pod shows dour
the race.
has.
rob r
The governor has tnedmulti- Fletcher
rocattammetar
ple strategies to cut into r ern:anted cinuaAkv
with ,13>lunirBeshear's lead. from hammering town September.
approveriduaid
against allowing casinos in cent saying they
deinge-Kentucky -- something Beshear s9 percent cxpressme.
is ptims-.
gammonthe
of
prove!.
commerrunning
to
favors
pannonsamia
cials cnucizing Beshear's role tonnages.- wi3
in the liquidation of Kentucky they weastet sum.
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MAYFIELD. Ky.(AP) —
%ea, hospitalized Thursday afternoon alter he was struck by a car in
Irian the courthouse.
The 1999 Lincoln Town Car car struck Mayfield Chief Dale
Isturphey, 52, flinging him 33 feet across the road, state police said.
kturphey was taken to Jackson Purchase Medical Center and was
being treated for his injuries.
Police charged 22-year-old Sharonda Dawson. of Mayfield, with.
to
reekless driving. Police said Dawson was making a left turn on
Murphey.
to
yield
to
failed
and
Broadway
from
601 Street
State police are investigating

stathine. enharsvs
An assistant in the Kentucky
FRANKFORT. K rAl't
Attorney General's office has been charged with misdemeanor
stalking.
'George G. Seelig. 53, was released4rom the Franklin County Jail
oil Thursday morning, according to the Lexington Herald-Leader.
Ills next court hearing is scheduled for Nov. 6.
The Kentucky Bureau of Investigations served a warrant at
Seelig.% Shelbyville home on Wednesday. He was put on paid
administrative leave before the arrest, said Corey Bellamy, a
spokesman for the attorney general's office.
: Bellamy declined to give further information on the circumstances surrounding the arrest of to say why Seelig was placed on
administratise lease.
• Seelig has been employed at the attonwy general's office since
2001.
He is the second assistant to the attorney general to lace criminal
(inn-lies this week.
On Wednesday. Louisville police arrested Jason B. Moore. 33.
on a charge of drunken driving.

cane's

AP
Iii‘Vednestlas monnoar-.
U.S. Forest Service firefighter Adam Chittenden stands nearby as undergrowth burns along ( rose polite pt• Ali a haitign
a
the
road.
from
lumping
wildfire
keep
a
to
in
process
Highway 18 in Arrowbear, Calif.,
miter discovering Manua nail,
temoved a Ineinturing hriariet
Thursday.
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•Red Cross ...
From Front
"I've been other places, but
the emergency had passed,"
Erkman said. "Here, the fires
are still burning."
Minter, Erkman and West
were up early this morning getting ready for processing at the
office of the San Diego chapter.
Calloway County Chapter of
the American Red Cross

Tory service area. hut once they are
Director
Executive
Daughnty said the trio will like- filled they're tilled. Ise not
ly be the only volunteers that heard whether any more will he
will he sent to the area from going or not.
The chapter will not be transMurray.
their
emergency
"I have another volunteer porting
who is willing to go, but he's not response vehicle I ERV I to
been assigned," Daughnty said. California. hut will be using on"We send in information about site equipment if needed. Ile
our members that are interested trio will remain in the area
in going and what areas they are through Nov. 16. according to
interested in going to in our Minter.

III City backs ...
Prom Front
contribution ot $1,522. which
celll come out of the fire department's budget The council
up:ominously agreed to 41;.epi
aie grant and contribute the
ity's share of $1.522.
In other news:
Mayor Tom Rushing recognized SAM Outland tor has 44
!Mars Of WIN IN:C to the City of
Murray and presented Outland

c°intimater
this anymore," said Murray cate their peers on the dangers event
with a plaque.
"We appreciate your service Street Department Supervisor of dnnking and driving, drug (S33,000/yeari, monies for
conventions
use and the importance of wear- training
to the city over the past 45 Thomas Clendenon.
IS2,000/yeari and the ability to
- Rushing also recognized ing scat belts.
years.",said Rushing.
Works recruit events to Murray
Public
The
Outland said if it were not Murray Police Sgt. Tracy Guge
for his. health problems. he for her participation in Red Committee heard and accepted a (S10.(X10/yeart
The council approved the
would still he working. He Ribbon Week Guge introduced bid from Aramark for the purexpressed his pleasure in work- two students from Murray High chase of new uniforms tor the changes.
- On second reading, the
ing for the city of Murray and School who are leaders in water, wastewater. gas, street
running the city sweeper Ile Students Against Destructive and planning/engineering divi- council approved the amendThey sions of the city. Aramark was ment requiring individuals to
even joked that if he could have, Decisions (SADD.
obtain a building permit for
explained they take a theme the only bidder.
he would have lived in it
- The council heard from accessory structures like metal
'They don't make men like every month and work to eduLindsay Gelb, director of* the carports and above ground
Murray Convention and Visitors pools
- On second reading. the
Bureau, regarding an amendment to the fiscal year 2007-08 council approved the amendbudget, which would allow the ment to raise planning and zoncommission to hire a full-time ing tees. Individuals who want
to see the new tees can do so by
accessing the city 's Website.

The Murray Ledger & Times'
Christmas In Our Backyard
magazine is interested
in showcasing your unique
Christmas and
holiday ornamentsfor its
2007 edition.

4

If you have an interesting holiday ornament
with a unique story behind it.
let us know and perhaps it will be
featured along with other articles that
help capture the special holiday spirit
•
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•
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Police chief struck by car in front
use
of Graves CountyACourtho
police chief in western Kentucky

itssistant Attorney General arrested

•••

found — In Our Backyard!

Contact Eric Walker, Editor at 753-1916
or
e-mail editor@murrayledger.com.
DEADLINE IS OCT.31ST.
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Termerier
NOTICE
• The South 641 Board
meeting on Oct. 15 VMS
rescheduled tor Monday. Oct.
29, at 4.30 p.m at the Water
Office.
111 To report a Town Crier
item. call 753-1916.
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IN OTHER WORDS
The following is an editorial from another newspaper in Kentucky to offer a point of view from
another area in the Commonwealth. It does not necessarily reflect the editorial opinions or thoughts of
1171% newspaper:

Praising
McConnell
Columnist Kathleen Parker recently praised first
lady Laura Bush's pointed criticism of Burma's
harsh military government for its deadly crackdown on dissidents, some of whom were killed
while thousands of others lost their freedom in
recent weeks. In the nation also known as Myanmar, monks protested only to be arrested and
thrown in jail.
Parker's column said Bush had first become
alarmed about some of the goings-on in Burma in
2002. A year ago she began calling for U.N.
action.
Bush's advocacy deserves appreciation. She's
right, of course. The junta that runs Burma, which
shares a border with China, has no regard for
individual freedoms and has shown the world it
means to crush any opposition to its 19-year rule.
But while the first lady is doing right by the
people of Burma, someone else with an even higher profile has been a tireless champion for the
Burmese people for much longer, and is still shining a spotlight on the repressive regime as often
as possible.
As outlined in a recent Associated Press article,
Sen. Mitch McConnell of Kentucky frequently
stands up in the Senate to berate Burma's ruling
generals While praising and encouraging the dissidents. He's, been doing it for more than 15 years.
Using his position in the Senate, he managed to
keep Myanmar on the radar screens at the State
Department and White House when few were
paying attention. He stepped up his advocacy in
recent weeks when the anti-government protests in
Burma began to unfold, only to be violently swept
aside.
McConnell, who

admits spending an enormous
amount of time over the years on the Burma
issue, is far from satisfied with what has happened or is happening there. Recently his frustration showed when he talked to colleagues at a
hearing: "I can't think of an issue I've spent more
time on, over a longer period of time, and seen
less results."
McConnell's untiring support for freedom in
Burma is admirable. We share his frustration over
the plight of that nation's people and encourage
him to keep spreading the word about their struggle.
— Owensboro Messenger-Inquirer
Owensboro, Ky.
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Unholyland Foundation
A federal judge in Dallas
declared a mistrial in the
case of the Holy Land Foundation for Relief and Development (FILE) when a jury
was unable to reach a verdict on 197 counts brought
by the government that
accused the Muslim charity
of funding terrorism.
A hung jury, however, is
not an acquittal and even if
the Holy Land Foundation
eventually is acquitted (the
government has intlicated it
will retry the case) it doesn't
necessarily mean the accused
is Innocent (think 0.1. Simpson's murder trial).
Anyone in doubt about
the game plan for infiltrating. undermining and attacking Amenca from within our
borders had better sober up.
Our enemies know our ways
and they are using them to
gain a strategic advantage
over us. From the rapid construction of mosques and
Islamic schools across the
country - many of which are
financed by Saudi Arabia to the use of front organizations as conduits to channel
money to terronst groues
abroad, a 'fifth column has
been opened in the United
States For those who are
unfamiliar with the term
'fifth column.' it usually
refers to a group of people
who are assumed to have
loyalties to countries other
than their own, or who support some other nation in
war efforts against the country they live in. We used to
call such people traitors
before the term was submerged in a wave of political correctness.

Despite
the hung
jury, a lot
of useful
information
came out at
the trial that
people with
lCITOriSt

intent would
just as soon
have
remained
hidden
Movin,g.

Cars

By Cs1 omas
radar arid
Syndicated
hiding your
Columnist
real intentions is
essential for fifth column
members. Among the evidence revealed in court is
the connection of Holy Land
Foundation and a number of
other Islamic groups, such as
the Council on AmericanIslamic Relations, Islamic
Society of North America
and the Islamic Circle of
North America. to the radical
Muslim Brotherhood organization. Read a thoroughly
researched and documented
essay at Website
http://www.nelafoundation.org,/
hlfdocs.html.
The Holy Land Foundation is not an unfairly persecuted chanty. While it
exhibits some charitable work
as window dressing, evidence
presented at the trial show
its connections with known
terronst groups.
Although scores of examples from the government's
case show what we face. I
offer just one found in a
recent Nine/Eleven Finding
Answers Foundation report:
"On Aug. 16. 2007, a Miami
MIAOW

jury convicted Adham Hassoun. Jose Padilla and Kifah
Jayyousi of conspiring to
provide material support to
terrorists. A Department of
Justice press release announcing the initial indictment
against Hassoun, a Palestinian national living in Florida,
stated. As part of the conspiracy, Hassoun allegedly
wrote a series of checks
over several years - from
1994 to late 2001 - to unindieted c.ocoruipirators and
negradzarions. Including the
Holy Land Foundation and
the Global Relief Foundation,
to be used to support violent
jihad. Further. Raed Awad,
Elk's Florida representative
and fund raiser, served as
the Imam at Jose Padilla's
mosque.'
There is much more,
including this from the government's case: 'HLF is also
mentioned in The 9/11 Commission Report in connection
with the investigation of
Anwar Aulaqi, an Imam in
San Diego and Falls Church
who allegedly had a 'close
relationship with hijackers
Nawaf al-Hazmi and Khalid
al-Mihdhar. Investigators
probing Aulaqi vnor to 9/11
learned that he knew individuals from the Holy Land
Foundation and others
involved in raising money
for the Palestinian terrorist
group Hamas."
That the government was
unable to convince a jury of
this is either the fault of the
prosecutors or the blindness
of the jurors. I suspect it is
the latter. Americans are
extremely reluctant to brand
a class of people and put
them in categories. Our ene-

mies know this, so they
trade on our sorry history of
slavery and racism and wrap
themselves in the image of
civil rights workers seeking
only the same freedoms
everyone else enjoys.
In a related matter, the
U.S. Commission on International Religious Freedom has
recommended that an Islamic
school in Northern Virginia
that is supported by the
Saudi government be closed
until it can be determined
whether the school promotes
radical Islam. The commission has criticized what it
calls a lack of religious freedom in Saudi society and
the promotion of religious
extremism in Saudi schools.
Officials at the Islamic
school in Northern Virginia
say the textbooks used to
teach hate, but no longer do.
They refuse to provide the
'new' textbooks for examination. Here's a deal: condition
the approval of every Islamic
school and mosque in the
United States on the construction of Christian and
Jewish schools and houses of
worship in Muslim countries.
That would stop them dead
in their tracks because the
freedoms we offer here,
which they want to destroy,
are not offered there in a
religiously intolerant and
politically totalitarian environment.
The government should
retry the Holy Land Foundation case and hope for a
better jury and a better outcome.

State Sen. Ken Winters(R-Murray)
Legislative Offices. Capitol Annex
1-800-372-7181

Frankfort, Ky. 40601
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To the Editor,
Did you know that Murray has two of the highestranked marching bands in
the state'' How many towns
can say that'
The State Championship
Finals where held at Papa
Johns Stadium in Louisville
Saturday. Oct. 20. The Calloway County Laker Band
finished second in the state
in the AAAA division. Murray High's Tiger Band finished second in the state in
the AA division.
We have two of the best.
Most people think like 1 did
before last year. that bands
marched in parades and
played at halftime in football
games. These kids could do
that in their sleep.
The fact is they put on
show beyond belief, a high
intensity show of music and
marching that boggles the
mind when you see what
they can do. They are the
hardest working and most
professional bunch of kids I
could
imagine They worked all
day for weeks on end.
enduring ow 100-degree
weather before school even

READERS WRITE

started, and continue to do
so almost every day.
We think that the City of
Murray and Calloway County
should do something to
honor these kids. Because of
them, people all across the
state know how, we do
things here.
And don't forget the band
directors. They molded these
kids into champions.
Mike and Marsha Farley
Calloway County Band
Parents
Murray Ky.
To the Editor,
This is a letter meant as
a compliment for progress.
It is also a plea for the
community. support necessary
to sustain a great program.
It is a plea for the active
involvement and membership
support essential to keep our
town attractive to the residents, as well as a desirable
destination for tounsts and
folks who would move here.
As so well articulated by
Donna Neary. executive
director of the Kentucky
Heritage Council, the success
of the Murray Main Street

program in the past ten
years has been amazing. It is
considered a model throughout the state and has
received national recognition.
Facade renovations have
restored many storefronts to
their onginal luster and
quaintness. A major
streetscape program has
resulted in attractive lighting.
wider sidewalks a pedestrianfriendly downtown area, and
a safe, clean environment.
The engraved brick program
(opportunities remaining) has
added interest.
Occupancies
of store, have increased and
a nice variety of retail and
professional businesses exist.
Murray Main Street events
such as Saturday on the
Square. the car show, the
Easter on the Square. Dickens' Alley and the Christmas
season Main Street Memment activities bring people
downtown for family-oriented
fun. Likewise, the partnerships with Freedom Fest. the
Rotary Christmas Parade. the
Murray State Homecoming
Parade and the Rotary Soapbox Derby add to the enjoyment of the downtown area.

Imagine an even more
attractive mix of businesses,
professional services and living opportunities downtown.
Imagine a lovely corridor of
preserved histonc properties.
penod lighting and pedestrian
access from the downtown
area to the Murray State
University campus. Imagine
bike paths and walking trails
throughout town that direct
folks to the many exciting
lovely sights, cultural and
recreational features in our
town.
How do we keep this
program going? Simply put,
it takes annual membership
support. If you are a current volunteer and/or member, we thank you. If
you've let your membership
lapse, please renew it. If
you haven't joined us or
don't know about the program, come downtown to the
office in the historic post
office building and talk to
US.

You can also call 7599474.
Sincerely,
Roger Reichmuth
Volunteer and Board
Member
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Obituaries

Second surgeon scrutinized at Marion hospital

J.L Paschall
J.L. Paschall, Mill Creek Road, 88, Puryear, Term., died
Wednesday, Oct. 24, 2007, at his home.
• A retired farmer, he was a member of Mill Creek Cumberland
Presbyterian Church.
Born Sept. 30, 1919, in Henry County, Tenn., he was the son of
the late John Lafayette Paschall and Eula McConnell Paschall. Also
preceding him in death were one daughter, Vernetta Mackey in
1986, and son-in-lass, Jerry Ward in 2004.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Juanita Jackson Paschall, to
whom he was married on Dec. 24, 1947; one daughter, Mrs. Karen
Ward, Cottage Grove, Tenn.; one son, Keith Allen Paschall,
Puryear; four grandchildren, Richard Thompson and Melissa
Skinner, both of Paris. Tenn., Russell Thompson, Cottage Grove,
and Kimberley Mitchell, Murray, Ky.; four great-grandchildren,
Bniusa Skinner and Austin Skinner, both of Paris, and Destiny
Thompson and Brent Thompson, both of Cottage Grove.
The funeral will be Saturday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of McEvoy
Funeral Home,Pans. Burial will follow in the Oak Grove Cemetery
at Crossland.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 4 to 8 p.m. today
(Friday) and after 11 a.m. Saturday.

Mrs. Marelee Tern Wells
A graveside service for Mrs. Marelee Terry Wells was Thursday
at 10 a.m. at the Murray Memorial Gardens. John Dale officiated.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home was in charge of arrangements.
Mrs. Wells, 86, Temple, Texas, formerly of Murray, died
Wednesday. June 6, 2007, at Scott and White Memorial Hospital,
Temple.
Retired from General Motors, Livonia, Mich., she was a former
member of Allen Park Church of Christ and Glendale Road Church
of Christ, Murray. She was presently a member of North Side
Church of Christ, Temple.
Preceding her in death were her husband, Euel Radford Wells.
one daughter, Glenda Fay Wells, and three brothers, James Martin
Terry, Marvin Terry and Donald Dean Terry. Born July 30, 1920, in
Murray, she was the daughter of the late Thomas Terry and Gracie
Phelps Terry.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Brenda Kay Risinger and
husband, Daniel. Temple; two grandchildren, Christopher Rodney
George and wife, Maria, Dallas, Texas, and Laura Tucker and husband, Alan, Austin, Texas; one great-grandson, Matthew George,

Paid Obituary
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The funeral for Pat Adams was today (Friday) at 11 a.m, in the
chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Rev. Tim Palmer and Rev.
John Sheppard officiated. Music was by Jimmy and Linda Wilson.
Pallbearers were Dennis Chester, Denny Jones, Jimmy Cooper,
Jimmy Smith and Craig D'Angelo. Burial was in the Bazzell
Cemetery.
Mr. Adams, 49, Adams Road, Murray, died Monday, Oct. 22,
2007, at 4:50 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
A former engineer with the Dana Corporation, Plumley Division,
Paris, Tenn.. he was a member of Coldwater United Methodist
Church. He was born Oct. 5, 1958, in Murray.
Preceding him in death were his father. Colic D. Adams,and one
brother, Mike Adams.
Survivors include one daughter, Jessie Ann Adams, one son,
David Lee Adams,and one nephew, John C./NI:WM*. all of Murray;
his mother, Mrs. Clara Ann Hughes Adams, Puryear, Term.; three
uncles, James Hughes, Katy, Texas. Alton Hughes, Mount Jackson,
Va., and Thomas Hughes Jr., Pataskala, Ohio: three aunts, Odell ivy,
Mayfield, Vera Bodeur, Bloomfield Hills, Mich., and Nell
Alexander, Flint. Mich.

S.C. guardsman who died in
Afghanistan to be buried in Ky
COLUMBIA, S.C. (AP) A married father of three was
the first South Carolina National
Guardsman
to
in
die
Afghanistan while serving with
a massive brigade deployed in
the spring, officials said
Thursday.
Sgt. Edward Philpot, 38, died
Tuesday when his convoy vehicle rolled over, officials said.
Philpot's death was the first
among the 1,800 members of
the 2I8th Brigade Combat
Team. Guard spokesman Col.
Pete Brooks confirmed.
It was the largest single unit
deployment by the South
Carolina National Guard since
World War II.
Philpot was a member of the
1st Battalion 263rd Armored
Regiment based in Mullins, a
rural town about 95 miles east of
Columbia. Philpot's aunt, Lois
Hayes, said her nephew served
as a military scout. His remains
were expected to be returned to
the United States early next
week, but there were no immediate plans for a funeral, she
said.

"He was from Kentucky and
that's where he will be buried,"
Hayes said by telephone. "He
was a good father, a very good
father. And he was a good man
in the community, too."
Philpot is survived bythis
wife Stephanie and daughters,
ages I, 5 and 9. Stephanie
Philpot is an English teacher at
Latta High School. Philpot's
vehicle was part of a convoy
northwest
operating
of
southern
Kandahar
in
Afghanistan.
"He was deeply committed to
the cause of freedom and this
belief led him to serve his state
and country with honor and distinction," Maj. Gen. Stan Spears
said in a statement. "The South
Carolina Army National Guard
will sorely miss this great
American and we join his family and friends in mourning his
passing."
The men and women from
the 2I8th were sent to
Afghanistan to help train members of the Afghan Army and
police.

Ear, Nose & Throat of Murray
Complete Ear, Nose & Throat Care
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Loss and Ringing in the Ears
No Referrals Required
Most Insurance Accepted

Dr. Phillip Klepper

Beverly Jones - Audiologist
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MARION, Ill. (AP) Officials are investigating a second surgeon at a Veterans
Affairs hospital in southern
Illinois that is under scrutiny
after a reported spike in postoperative deaths, this time over the
doctor's medical license in
Idaho, Sen. Dick Durbin said he
learned Thursday.
Durbin said the VA's acting
secretary. Gordon Mansfield,
told him during a meeting in
Washington that the second surgeon has been suspended from
the Marion VA for "failing to
disclose his licensure in another
state where some disciplinary
action had been taken against
him."
Mansfield declined to name
the surgeon or offer details
about his work in Marion, saying only that the issue surfaced
during the VA's investigation of
Dr. Jose Veizaga-Mendez, the
Illinois Democrat said.
According to the VA, 10
patients died under VeizagaMender's care during his 20
months working at the Marion
hospital before his resignation in
August, three days after one of
his patients bled to death after

surgery, Durbin said last week.
VA officials told Durbin that
nine veterans-all in some way
linked to Veizaga-Mendez died at the hospital during a sixmonth period ending in March,
during which the hospital would
have expected only two deaths.
Bolivia-trained
VeizagaMendez, 69, worked at the
Marion hospital from January
2006 until he resigned Aug. 13.
three days after a Kentucky man
apparently bled to death after
undergoing gallstone-removal
surgery Veizaga-Mendez performed.
The hospital suspended its
inpatient operations shortly
afterward, and Durbin and fellow Democratic Sen. Barack
Obiuna of Illinois have publicly
prodded the VA for answers,
including how it hired VeizagaMendez, who last year surrendered his Massachusetts medical
license.
Illinois regulators indefinitely suspended Veizaga-Mendez's
license last week after he agreed
to stop practicing in the state.
The VA understands there
was not a thorough investigation
of Veizaga-Mendez's license

surrender in Massachusetts, and
"more questions should have
been asked, and had they been
asked it could have protected
some of the patients," Durbin
said Thursday in a videotaped
statement.
Durbin
said
Mansfield
assured him "the quality of care
that our veterans receive is of
the utmost importance and the
ongoing investigations will help
to shed light on any cracks that
may exist within the system."
Durbin and Obama have publicly voiced their dissatisfaction
with the VA's response to pointed questions about how the
agency handled a background
check before hiring VeizagaMendez. The senators also are
concerned about the overall
quality of care veterans get at
the hospital and perhaps elsewhere inahe VA system.
The Senate's Committee on
Veterans' Affairs will hold a
hearing Nov. 6 about the VA's
hiring practices and quality controls tied to patient care, Durbin
said.
Veizaga-Mendez has no listed telephone number in Illinois
and Massachusetts and has been

unreachable for comment.
Telephone messages left with
his attorney for the Illinois
licensing matter. A. Jay
Goldstein, have not been
returned. Messages also were
left Thursday at the Marion VA
by The Associated Press.
The VA has told the senators
that 36 deaths at the Marion hospital from April through
September of this year - after
the apparent spike - were 2.4
percent of all hospital discharges, a rate consistent with
the national VA medical center's
inpatient mortality rate of 2.45
percent last year.
The VA also has defended its
vetting of Veizaga-Mendez, saying it contacted Massachusetts
medical regulators in December
2005 and learned the surgeon's
license there was "current." A
query of the Federation of State
Medical Boards showed no
actions had been taken against
the doctor by any state licensing
boards. the VA said. The VA
added it did not know whether
Massachusetts officials were
investigating Veizaga-Mendez
because open complaints under
review are not disclosed.

Bush veto threatens a second children's
health bill proposed by House Democrats
WASHINGTON (AP)-In a
deepening conflict with the
White a House, Democrats
pushed a revised children's
health bill through the House on
Thursday bin lacked the votes to
overcome a threatened second
straight veto by President Bush.
The vote was 265-142 on a bill
so politically charged that one
Republican bluntly accused
Democrats of timing the events
to dovetail with attack ads
planned by organizations supporting the legislation.
"They won't take yes for an
answer," retorted Rep. Rahm
Emanuel
of Illinois, as
Democrats vehemently denied
the charge. He said the legislation included changes demanded
by GOP critics of the earlier
veibbif 111f1t*Dicludins Goa topes;
vent illegal immigrants From
gaining benefits.
The measure now goes to the
Senate.
Rep. Steny Hoyer, D-Md.,
the majority leader, told
reporters additional changes are
possible before it heads to the
White House. At the same time,
he added, "I don't want to be
strung along" by Republicans
merely feigning an interest in
bipartisan compromise.
The legislation is designed
chiefly to provide coverage for
children whose families make
too much money to qualify for
Medicaid but not enough to purchase private insurance.
In general, supporters said it
would extend coverage to children of families making up to
3(() percent of the federal poverty level, or about $62,000 for a
family of four.
At that level, congressional
officials said, it would cover
about 4 million children who

now go without, raising the total approval rating being at these
for the program overall to 10 ridiculous levels, let's all just
million kids. The $35 billion vote no."
cost over five years would be
Democrats, sensing a politicovered by an increase in the cal advantage, were having none
tobacco tax of 61 cents a pack.
of that.
The vote unfolded one week
"God willing, President Bush
after the House failed to over- will sign this bil1,1 Speaker
ride Bush's earlier veto, and Nancy Pelosi, D-Calif., told
indicated that the changes reporters at a news conference
Democrats had made failed to - less than an hour before the
attract much, if any, additional White House issued a statement
support.
saying he would not.
The 265 votes cast for the
The bill "continues to move
measure was seven shy of the children from private health
two-thirds majority needed to insurance to government prooven-ide a veto. In addition, 14 grams; provides insufficient
Republicans who voted to sus- safeguards to assure that funds
tain Bush's original Nteto were will not be spent on ineligible
absent.
individuals; and, remarkably.
Public opinion polls show actually costs more than the earwidespread support for the lief bill, not withstanding supiseitte:.SboVitie ositempiamomet posed improvements in policy:"
was never far from the surface ill it said. "•
el. ;
the debate.
Even some Republican supThe children's health meas- porters of the measure bristled at
ure has emerged as one of the the Democratic decision to hold
most contentious issues of the the vote less than 24 hours after
year, temporarily supplanting unveiling the revised measure.
last winter and spring's fierce and with several lawmakers
debate over the Iraq war.
away from the Capitol because
"There may be some particu- of wildfires that have caused
lar loyalty to the president," deaths and widespread destrucRep. Charles Rangel said in tion in California.
remarks aimed at Republican
"Bringing the bill up today.
opponents of the legislation. with no time to even read it. is
"But you have to remember than either a terrible mistake or an
when these voters come to you intentional partisan maneuver,"
the president's veto message said Rep. Heather Wilson, Rwill not be stapled to you and N.M., who supported the vetoed
you will have' to be able to bill.
explain your vote," added
Rep. 'Thelma Drake. R-Va.,
Rangel, the chairman of the
House Ways and
Means
Committee.
"This bill is not going to
become law," countered Rep.
John Boehner of Ohio, the
Republican leader. "If you're
tired of the political games, if
you're tired of Congress'
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was considerably more pointed.
In an interview, she said she had
told Hoyer in a closed-door
meeting that it appeared
Democrats would not postpone
the vote "because the ads had
already been bought. That was
the only thing that made sense to
She added that she reminded
Hoyer that Democrats delayed
an override vote on Bush's earlier veto for two weeks while she
and other Republicans were
attacked in television commercials.
In response, Hoyer's spokeswoman, Stacey Bemards, said:
'This vote is about providing
health care coverage for 10 million children and has nothing to
do with when independent advo.
cacy groups decide to schedule
ads. That accusation is completely ridiculous and more evidence of some Republicans
looking for any excuse to vote
against this bipartisan bill."
Brad Woodhouse, head of
Americans United for Change,
which supports the legislation,
said commercials are running in
the
districts of a few
Republicans who opposed the
earlier measure. He said more
were planned - depending on
the outcome of the vote - and
that Drake was on the target list.
"We're in a veto override
fight now and we're ready for
it," he said.
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Annual 'Telethon of Stars' planned
by Paducah Lions and WPSD-TV
PADUCAH. Ky. -- 'the 51st Kentucky: Illinois-TLC of
Telethon of Stars" will be Southern Illinois; Tennesseeshown 011 WPSD-News Chan- ([)S Center; and Easter Seals
nel 6 on Saturday and Sun- Southeast Missoun.
day. Nov. 10 and 11, and will
Talent for this year's event
originate from the Executive Inn includes the following:
iverfroni L.XPO Center. Pad Collin Raye and Linda
liCah
Davis. country recording artists:
The event raises money for Ball in the House, vocal group:
the benefit of local children The Van-Dells, oldies show
and adults with special needs. group: Karen Peck and New
It is a joint effort between the River. Southern .gospel group;
Lions Clubs in the four-state James Scott-NBC "Days of Our
legion and WPSD-TV
Lives" (1E.J. Wells): Mike
Since beginning in 1957, Maroth. St. Louis Cardinal
the 'telethon of Stars has raised pitcher; Duke Mason, multifunds to assist children and talented recording artist, Eric
adults with disabilities in the Horner and Terry Mike Jeflour-state region. Money raised frey. local recording artist; and
Photo provided
in each state returns to that state. many talented local and region- Carolyn Greenfield and Mitzi Cathey, left, accept a check for
The three partner centers al entertainers.
financial assistance for breast cancer survivors from Melva
are Kentucky-Easter Seals West
Hatcher, right, treasurer of the Ladies Activities of the Oaks
Country Club

Donation made to Women's
Pavilion from Ladies of Oaks

Photo provided
Serving as hostesses for the October meeting of the Hazel
Woman's Club were, from left. Marylin Liddle and Tina Ward

Ladies Activities of the
Melva Hatcher, treasurer of
Oaks Country Club voted at the Ladies of the Oaks, made
the business meeting during the check presentation to Cathey
Cancer
Awareness and Carolyn Greenfield, coBreast
Month, to make a $500 dona- chairman.
tion to the Women's Pavilion
Hatcher said "This year, hunat Murray-Calloway County dreds of thousands of people
Hospital.
will hear the words 'you have
The funds are to be used breast cancer.' There's a good
for breast cancer survivors who chance that some of them will
need financial assistance. Mitzi be people we know and love.
Cathey of the department of In the event you would like
mammography at the hospital, to help with this very worthy
is supervising the "lie of the cause, contact Cathey at 762these funds.
1852."

Latimer presents program Murray Woman's Club
at Hazel meeting Oct. 18 members win honors
Pat Latimer, insestment ads ifor Morgan Keegan and a
ineinhei.ot the hl.i,el Woman's
('tub, a as speaker at the meeting ill the club held on Ott
It at the Hazel Community
o'eMer.
Latimer spoke about -Estate
Planning. Wills. Trusts and
I state Faxes.('he devotion was given to
Clarkie Butterwort).
In business. the clugreceived
seseral ribbons in the Club An
Contest and a First place in
Student Art at the tall conference of the Kentucky Federahi on of Women's Clubs. Light
tut) Members f
attended the meeting.
the ('Jr Show with 100
as and the Ham and Bean
steal, all sponsored by the
ttitis, at the annual Hazel Day
Celebration was reported to be
a great success

at district meeting

sof

"The Murray Woman's Club
successfully competed, once
again, in the First District Arts
and Crafts Contest sponsored

Pat Latimer
Refreshments were served by
Marylin Liddle and Tina Ward.
hostesses. to the 14 members
present. Fall decorations were
used.

Williams named to dean's
list at Logan College
CIII.SFERFIELD. Mo. —
Brandon Williams of Murray.
Ky.. was named to the Jean's
list at Logan College oil Chiropractor: at the end of the college's summer tnniester.
Allen Schwab. Ph.1). academic
laogen.
Jean
at
••
erl the (Ulla
,
•
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Cemetery program available

Any one who was not able to attend the Bailey/Martin/Pettypool Cemetery rededication on Wednesday in the lobby of
the Murray-Calloway County Hospital may obtain a copy of
the printed program by contacting Ernie R. Bailey at 7532603.

Neighborhood Watch will meet
New Concord Neighborhood Watch will meet Monday at 7
p.m. at New Concord Church of Christ. Speakers will be Scott
Barrow of the Kentucky Fish and Wildlife and Calloway County Sheriff Bill Marcum. All area residents are urged to attend.

CCHS Backboard Club to meet
Calowa County High School Backboard Club will meet
Monday in the school media center. Cookie dough order forms
and money are to be turned in this night starting at 5 p.m.
and the meeting will follow. All members and interested persons are urged to attend.

Adult Education course planned
Murray Calloway County Need Line and Calloway County
Adult Family Education are teaming up to start a new class
at Need Line. This will be for those who need to brush up
your basic skills to get a better job, help your children or
grandchildren with their homework, get your GED, or go back
to school. Adult Education will be from 10 a.m. to noon on
Tuesday and Thursday beginning Nov. I. Those planning to
attend are asked to call Need Line at 753-6333 or visit the
office building at 638 South Fourth St., Murray.

Heritage Ball Saturday
The Heritage Ball, sponsored by Murray Woman's Club,
will be Saturday from 7 to II p.m. in the Curtis Center ballroom at Murray State University. Music will be by Grumpy
Old Men.

Christmas Bazaar on Saturday
The annual Christmas Bazaar by the Creative Arts Department of the Murray Woman's Club will be Saturday from 8
a.m. to 1 p.m. at the club house, 704 Vine St. Tickets for a
custom made potting bench to be given away are available.

Halloween event Saturday at Oaks
Oaks Country Club will have a Halloween Party/Dance Saturday from 6:30 to 11:30 p.m. at the club. Non members arc
welcome to attend at cost of $12.50 per person. Featured will
be Di., snacks and Costume Contest.

Soccer banquet planned Monday
The Murray High School Girls and Boys Varsity Soccer
Banquet will be Monday at the Murray State University Curtis Center. Advanced tickets at $14 are required prior to the
banquet. They can be purchased at the MHS office or from
any soccer booster representatives who are Gaye Wellinghurst,
Deana Wright and Lon Crouch for the girls and Brenda Hines,
Margo Bokeno and Pam Ward for the boys. Tickets will not
be sold at the door.

Mother to Mother Group to meet
Mother to Mother, a support group or breastfeeding moms,
is scheduled to meet Saturday at 10:45 a.m. at St. John's Episcopal Church. Featured will be refreshments and door prizes.
Pregnant moms, dads and older children are welcome. For
more information call Heather Duffy at 436-5657.

Cake Decorating Class planned
4-H Cake Decorating Class No.I will meet Saturday from
9 a.m, to noon at the Ellis Community Center. For more information or to register call 293-6959.

A free Halloween Safety Seminary will be today at 4:15
p.m. at A-Plus Karate, 605E, South 12th St. . Murray. For
more information call 76I-KICK.

eininciers

r
Paul Clark Mc4;regor of 1106 Circarama Dr. Murray, will
he honored at a party in celebration of his 95 birthday on Saturday from 2 to 4 p.m. at the Weeks Community Center, 607
Poplar St.. Murray. All relatives and friends are invited. The
family requests that guests not bring gifts.

Glory Bound Entertainment tonight
Glory Bound Christian Entertainment Ministry will be tonight
from 7 to 9 in the fellowship hall of Goshen United Methodist
Church, 4726 Ky. 121 North at Stella. Featured will be The
Grants and Savannah Smith. There is no admission charge, but
items for Need Line will be accepted. For more information
call Joe Lawrence at 753-5643, Renee Taylor at 753-8124 or
Patrick Lea at 761-2666 or e-mail glory-boundathotmail.com.

Reformers Unanimous to meet
Reformers Unanimous. a Christ-centered addictions program,
meets each Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist
Church. For information or for a ride call 753-1834.
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Fort Heiman Camp #1834 Sons of Confederate Veterans will be placing two Confederate gravestones on the graves of James
Erin Parker and George Daniel Parker at :::
a memorial service on Sunday at the Murray City Cemetery. Both men were in Company "C" 33rd Tennessee Infantry. Memo:::
bers of a Volley from the Kentucky Orphan:::
Company will fire at the ceremony.
Visitors are welcome and for more information call Sandy Forrest at 753-9688.::
Forrest said "If anyone has a Confederate
ancestor that needs a gravestone to call
him at the above telephone number."

Safety seminar is today

The following is a reminder of an event planned for the
coming week that was recently published in the Murray Ledger
&

II See Page 7A
ON Oil Mr

laneous; Joetta Kelly in Painting and in Drawing: Carla
Remora in Needlepoint and in
Knitting; Becky Rutledge in
vfatoiteekeir.Pam Seward in FaiVonVirsfeirutil• Mitti7sti- lure Photography and in Sculpdent entry and It club women ture; and Tracey Worthen' in
submitting 24 entries," said GFWC Volunteers in Action
Cynthia Barnes, second vice photography category.
president of the Murray club.
Second place winners were
There was a total of 55 Cynthia Barnes in Feature Phoentries in the contest submit- tography; Joetta Kelly in Potted by clubwomen from eight tery and Ceramics; Karen Olson
Western Kentucky clubs.
in Natural History Photography:
Murray received with II Georgeann Sanders in Paintfirst place ribbons, five sec- ing: and Tracey Wortham in
ond place. and two third place Scenic Photography.
ribbons from the competition
Third place winners were
which was held at the Murray Joetta Kelly in Watercolor and
Woman's Club house on Oct. Pam Seward in Scenic Pho16 pnor to the First District tography.
KFWC Fall Conference on Oct.
Sally DuFord also competV7.
ed in the contest with an entry
The Murray club was rep- in Natural History Photograresented in the Student Arts
& Crafts Contest by Stephen
The II first place winners
Home from Murray High will be entered in a state comSchool with his entry in Draw- petition to be held in May
ing.
2008 at the KFWC State ConWinners in the club women vention in Louisville.
contest were as knows:
All locally-won district
First place winners were awards will be presented durCynthia Barnes in Natural His- ing an awards program in March
tory Photography; Marlene 2008 along with awards from
Beach in Weaving: Jane other contests taking place in
Blankenship in Quilts.-Miscel- January.

,
Gravestone markers will be placed :1
at graves by Fort Heiman Camp '

Murray Shnners sponsor Bingo each Fnday starting at 6:30
p.m at the Shrine Club facility, Ky. 121 North, Murray. Proceeds help support many local and shrine charitable activities.

Homemakers published new cookbook
Calloway County Homemakers have published a new cookbook, "A Taste of Tradition," just in time for the holiday cooking and gift giving. The cookbook includes 450 favorite recipes
from homemakers in the county and sells for $10 each. To
purchase a cookbook contact any homemaker member or the
Calloway County Extension office at 310 South Fourth St.,
Murray. phone 753-1452.

IAAP Chapter plans promotion
Murray Chapter of international Association of Administrative Professionals has a fund-raising event of taking orders for
a Mar-Co Invisible UV Marking Pen at a discount pnce. For
more information call Kay Hayes at 809-2234 or e-mail
kay.hays@murraycta(e.edu.
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AWARDS PRESENTED: Murray Elementary students earning a gold tag when
presentreceived 10 tiger tags for going above and beyond the Guidelines for Success were
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receiving awards for week of Oct. 15-19 were Will Miller, Hannah Irvin, Kess Kelly,
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Shanng bulbs for fall planting at the meeting of the Garden Departmen
Judy Kelso, Joanna
Woman's Club were,from left, Jane Hardin, Martha Joiner, Susan O'Neill,
Adams and Carol Wimberly.

Garden Department shares bulbs
"Dividing Bulbs and Lilies"
was the theme of the October
meeting of the Garden Department of the Murray Woman's
Club.
Members brought bulbs and
starts of new plants to share
with the group. A general discussion was held concerning the
effect of the dry weather on
the flowers and trees in their
yards.
A collection for CARE was
taken which is a general project of the Murray club.
Hostesses were Carol Wimberly, Joanna Adams and Jan
Ochoa.
The club will meet Thursday at 1 p.m. at the club house.
Russ Clairborne will be the
guest speaker for the program
on "Identity Theft."
Hostesses will be Marlene
Beach, Janet Wallis and Ve
Severns. Members are asked
to collect personal items for
Spring Creek Health Care.

An Eagle Scout Court of
Honor will be held Saturday,
Nov. 3, 2007 at 4 p.m. at the
Methodist
United
Kirksey
Church, Kirksey, to present the
highest rank awarded in Boy
Scouts to Jesse Keith McCalIon. He is a member of Troop
45. The public is invited.
McCallon started his scouting adventure at age seven with
Pack 73 at Southwest Elementary. He quickly learned the
Cub Scout Promise and Law
to earn the first Cub Scout
rank of Bobcat. The ranks of
Wolf, Bear and Webelos followed through his elementary
years. He learned how to tie
knots, go camping, participate
in community service projects,
and learn the scouting skills necessary to continue on to Boy
Scouts. He earned the Arrow
of Light. the highest rank that
can be earned as a Cub Scout.
McCallon's scouting adventure continued when he joined
Troop 45 sponsored by First
United Methodist Church in
Murray. Through the leadership of the scouts and adults,
he learned the skills necessary
to advance to the ranks of
New Scout, Tenderfoot, SecJesse K. McCallon
ond Class, First Class, Star,
and Life. He has served as scouts had the opportunity to soring Troop 45. Their sponChaplain's Aid, Patrol Leader, tour London before going to sorship has enabled the youth
Troop Guide, Historian, Assis- the Jamboree. This was the of Murray and Calloway Countant Senior Patrol Leader, and 100th anniversary of the scout- ty to participate in scouting
Senior Patrol Leader. He has ing movement founded by Lord for over 60 years. He expressed
earned 33 merit badges.
Baden-Powell in .England in thanks to the adult leadership
McCallon said "His favorite 1907. He joined over 40,000 of Troop 45 for their guidance
activities with the troop are scouts from 153 countries to and generosity of giving their
going to summer camp, troop celebrate the anniversary of time, knowledge and leadership.
camping, snow skiing at Paoli scouting at a special sunrise This includes Larry Robinson,
Peaks, and aquatic weekends ceremony on Aug. I. 2007. Dr. Randall Black, Tim Belchfishing and water skiing." He McCallon had the opportunity er, Scott Watson, Dan Miller,
has been elected by his fel- to meet people from all over David McConnell, Kim Hoplow scouts to be a member of the world and learn about other kins and Gary Taylor, and to
the Order of the Arrow, a cultures, religions, and scout- Rodney Lowe, who has served
Scouting national honor soci- ing in their countries. He served as both Cubmaster and Assisety. He has completed the qual- as Patrol Leader during the tant Scoutmaster during his
ifications for Ordeal and Broth- Jamboree.
scouting career.
McCallon is the son of Phill
erhood.
McCallon's Eagle Scout ProIn July, 2005, McCallon was ject was to map and compile and Claydean McCallon of
a member of Troop 1920 from a directory of the Asbury Ceme- Kirksey, brother of Erin McCalShawnee Trails Council that tery located in northeast Cal- Ion, and grandson of Lou Ann
attended the Boy Scout Nation- loway County. This cemetery McCallon and the late Howard
al Jamboree held at Fort A. P. is one of the oldest cemeter- (Buster) McCallon of Murray.
Hill, Va. While attending the ies located in the county being and Jesse Wilson and the late
National Jamboree, he toured established in 1842. In May, Edna Wilson of Mayfield,
the Washington, D. C. area and 2006, several members of Troop
A sophomore at Calloway
camped with 43,000 scouts from 45, friends, and family gath- County High School, he is a
across the nation.
ered at Asbury to compile the member of the Calloway Counthe
attended
McCallon
information from each tomb- ty Band and Calloway CounNational Youth Leadership stone.
ty Track team. His hobbies are
Training (NYL T) held by the
McCallon had to learn how camping, outdoor cooking,
Shawnee Trails Council at to use surveying equipment to baseball, and trading scout
Camp Wildcat Hollow in Rus- plot each tombstone to be able patches. He is a member of
Methodist
United
sellville during the summer of to print an accurate map of Kirksey
2006. During this week the the cemetery. With the help of Church where he is active in
scouts learned leadership skills Dennis Crawford, he was able Sunday School, serves as an
necessary to be a leader in to learn about the equipment usher and liturgist, and helps
their own troop. He was asked and show other scouts how to with the Annual Kirksey Day.
by the directors of the camp use this equipment to gather He plans to attend college and
to return as a staff member the information needed for the continue with his scouting
for the 2007 NYL T course map and directory. This proj- career.
where he was Troop Guide and ect took approximately 300
taught leadership skills to the hours to complete. The printCAA RegailLtfid\
other scout participants.
ed copies of the directory will
teltidal CD.Ueled
This past summer. McCal- be available from the Asbury
Stewart & Bradley Heath
Melissa
conadventure
scouting
lon's
Cemetery Association and will
tinued as he participated with be located in the local libraries.
Terra Vance & Nicholas Webber
35 scouts from across KenMcCallon expresses thanks
tucky to attend the 21st World to the First United Methodist
Brandy Hamby & Derek Gordon
Scout Jamboree held in Chelms- Church in Murray for sponJulie Pritchard & Damon Cohoon
ford, Essex, England. The
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Serving as hostesses for the October meeting of the Garden
Department of the Murray Woman's Club were, from left,
Carol Wimberly, Joanna Adams and Jan Ochoa.
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Just Say Cheese
There is nothing better then the comfort
food Mac & Cheese. If you have a bad
day Mac & Cheese can help make it
better. Why
you ask, well
about
think
hen you were
up
towing
.• hat was your
favorite
lust
My
food.
children still
love my Mac
& Cheese, but
get upset when
I use the box
My
kind.
Mac & Cheese
can be dressed
By Mr. Mom - up or down. If
Mark Anderson you need to
dress up place
the dish in a nice bowl and brown to
under broiler and top with chives, sour
cream or both. If you need to make it a
total meal add brown grounded beef, or
chopped hot dogs. A light touch is top
with shredded cheese.

Tried & True
Recipes

Jack and the green chilies and cook the
mixture over moderately low heat. stirring, until the Monterey Jack is just
melted. Add the macaroni and salt and
pepper to taste and stir the mixture until
it is combined well. Transfer the macaroni and cheese to a shallow flameproof baking dish, sprinkle the taco
chips over the top, and broil the macaroni and cheese under a preheated broiler about 2 inches from the heat for Ito
4 minutes, or until the top is browned
lightly.

Mac and Cheese Carbonara
Recipe courtesy Bobby Flay

(op is lightly golden brown. 12 to I s
minutes. Remove from the oven and In
rest 10 minutes before serving

Em's Mac n' Cheese
Recipe courtesy of
Emeril Lagasse, 2002
Sent In by reader
6 tablespoons unsalted butter
1/2 pound elbow macaroni
6 tablespoons all-purpose flour
3 cups whole milk
1 teaspoon salt
1/4 teaspoon ground black peppet
Pinch cayenne
2 1/2 cups grated Cheddar (about
ounces) .
1/2 cup fine bread crumbs
I teaspoon Essence, recipe follows
Preheat the oven to 350 degrees
Butter a 2-quart baking dish with 1
tablespoon of the butter and set aside.
Bring a large pot of salted water to a
boil. Add the macaroni and cook until al
dente. about 10 minutes. Drain in a
colander and rinse under cold running
water Drain well.
Melt the remaining 5 tablespoons butter
in a heavy 3-quart saucepan over medium heat. Add the flour, and stirring constantly with a wooden spoon, cook over
medium heat for 3 to 4 minutes, being
careful not to let the flour brown. Using
a whisk, add the milk in a steady stream
and cook, whisking constantly, until
thick and smooth. 4 minutes. Remove
from the heat. Add the salt, pepper,
cayenne. and 2 cups of the cheese, and
stir well. Add the noodles and stir well.
Pour into the prepared dish
In a mixing bowl. combine the remaining 1/2 cup of cheese with the bread
crumbs and Essence Sprinkle evenly
over the macaroni and bake until golden brown and bubbly. about 25 minutes.
Remove from the oven and let rest for 5
minutes before serving

Sent in by reader
1 tablespoon olive oil
1 -inch thick piece pancetta. cut into
small dice
3 cloves garlic, finely chopped
3 tablespoons all-purpose flour
6 to 7 cups whole milk. heated
4 large egg yolks. lightly whisked
2 teaspoons finely chopped fresh thyme
leaves
1 teaspoon cayenne pepper
2 cups freshly grated Asiago cheese.
plus more for the top
1 1/2 cups Irish white Cheddar, plus
Mr. Mom's Mac & Cheese
more for the top
By Mr. MOM-Mark Anderson
I In cups Mountain Valley Cheddar,
• 1/2 cup Heavy Cream or 1% Milk
plus more for the top
• 1 cup elbow macaroni
1 cup grated Fontina cheese, plus more
• salt and pepper to taste
for the top
• eight thick slices of Velveeta Cheese
1/2 cup freshly grated Parmigiano
• 2 teaspoon butter
Reggiano, plus more for the top
In a large sauce pan bring four cups of
Salt and freshly ground black pepper
water to a heavy boil, and add maca1 pound elbow macaroni, cooked just
roni. Boil until macaroni is done, then
under al dente
remove from heat then drain and put
1/2 cup coarsely chopped flat-leaf parsback in pan Add cream, butter and
ley
cheese, return to low heat and stir until
Preheat oven to 350 degrees F. Butter
cheese is melted
the bottom and sides of a 3 quart baking
dish and set aside.
Southwest Macaroni
Heat the oil in a large saute pan over
and Cheese
medium heat Add the pancetta and
cook until golden brown on all sides.
By Unknown reader
macaroni
elbow
Essence lEmeril's Creole Seasoning):
Remove with a slotted spoon to a plate
3/4 cup dried
2 in tablesrsons paprika
lined with paper towels.
1/2 cup chopped red bell pepper
2 tablespoons salt
Add the garlic to the pan and conk until
1/2 cup chopped green bell pepper
2 tablespoons garlic powder
lightly golden brown. Whisk in the
1/4 pound thickly sliced ham. chopped
minutes.
2
to
I
oil
olive
for
I tablespoon black pepper
cook
and
flour
2 tablespoons
I tablespoon onion powder
Whisk in 6 cups of the hot milk,
1112 tablespoons all-purpose flour
1 tablespoon cayenne peppet
increase the heat to high and cook.
1/2 cup milk
3
thickened.
I tablespoon dried leaf oregano
whisking constantly until
1/2 cup plain yogurt
until
eggs
chopped
the
in
Jack.
Whisk
I tablespoon dried thyme
Monterey
minutes
5
to
2 ounces
Combine all ingredients thoroughly and
incorporated and let cook for 1 to 2
I teaspoon minced green chillies or hotstore in an airtight jar or container
minutes Remove from the heat and
ter peppers
Yield: about 2/3 cup
whisk in the thyme. cayenne. and all of
1/3 cup finely crushed taco chips
Recipe from 'New New Orleans
the cheese until completely melted, seaIn a pot of boiling salted water cook
Cooking'. by Emeril Lagasse and Jessie
son with salt and pepper If the mixture
the macaroni for 10 to 12 minutes, or
the
Tirsch. Published by William Morrow.
appears too thick, add some of
until it is al dente. drain it in a colander.
1993.
remaining milk 1/4 cup at a time.
and mine it under warm water While
the macaroni is cooking. in a large
Place the cooked macaroni in a large
We like the reilrKS sem hut no family
bowl, add the cheese sauce. reserved
saucepan cook the hell peppers and the
still lose ms Mar & Cheese, and as an
pancetta and parsley and stir until comham in the oil over moderately high
premin5
for
the
to
vas 'That's a keeper"
mixture
occasionally.
the
children
heal, stirring
bined Transfer
Remember if Ion hare a fassolle rrelPe
pared pan Combine together additional
utes Reduce the heat to low, add the
or need one email us at mrmomnuirflour, and cook the mixture. stirring. for
Asiago. Cheddars. Fonfina. and
rasikthellsouth net or write Mr MOM
Parmesan an a bowl and sprinkle evenly
3 minutes Stir in the milk and the
%Win
boil.
a
Bake
to
macaroni
mixture
the
at Marra) Ledger & Times Was that
over the top of the
yogurt. bring
to cheeses,'
ong, and simmer it, stirring occasionalthe oven until heated through and the
ly, for s minutes Add the Monterey
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GREEN PLAIN
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Bible Study
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Morning Service
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Wednenday Worship
HAZEL CHURCH OF CHRIST
9:00 am.
Bible Study
9:50 a.m.
Morning Worship
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6:00
Evening Worship
700 p.m.
Mid-Week Worship

ST HENRY CATHOLIC CHURCH
400 p.m
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1000 am
Sark* Scheel
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Warship
700 p m
Wednesday Worship
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Sunday School
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Sunday School
Reading Room Every Wed. 12-3 p.m.
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2nd Wednesday
CNN= W CHRIST
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9-00 a.m
Bible School
9:50 a m
Morning Worship
6.00 p m
Evening Worship

cumin

COLDWATER CHURCH OF CHRIST

HICKORY GROVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
9:00 a.m.
Sunday Bible (71asa
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Night
KIRKSEY CHURCH OF CHRIST
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
10:50 a.m.
Morning Worslup
700 p.m.
Evening Worship
(Sunday & Wednesdays)
CHRIST
OF
CHURCH
KT. OLIVE
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
1100am
Morning 'kinship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
NEW CONCORD
950 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Worship
9 a.m.
Bible Clasaes
7 p.m.
Wednesday
NEW PROVIDENCE
9-00 a.m.
Bible Study
1000 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
Worship
700 p.m.
Wed Bible Study

SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
9:46 a.m.
Sunday School
10:45 a.m.
Morning Worship

HARMONY MENNONITE CHURCH
1/2 miles west of Lpon Grove
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
1045 a.m.
Worship
7:30 p.m.
Evening Service
HIGHER PRAISE
WORSHIP CENTER
Praise and Worship 10.30 a.m. 66 pm
7pm
Wednesday Family Training

TEMPLE HILL UNITED
9:00 am.
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Preaching

WAYMEN CHAPEL AME CHURCH
1000 a.m.
Sunday School
1100am.
Morning Service

NEW LIFE CHRISTIAN CENTER
1030 a.m.
Sundays
7:00 p.m.
Wednesdays

NAZARENE

AMERICA'S CHURCH OF GOD
1408 Sycamore Si
10:00 a.m & 5:00 p.m
Sundays

MURRAY CHURCH
945 a.m.
Sunday School
10:45 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
1 30 p.m.
Wednesday Worship

MURRAY RESTORATION
BRANCH OF JESUS CHRIST
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:16 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Worship

PENTECOSTAL

SADDLE CREEK CHURCH
11:00 a.m
Sunday Morning
6:30 p.m.
Wednesday Evening

S WITNESSES
'
113111/All
JEHOVAH'S WTTNESIS
9:30 a.m.
Public Talk
1030 a.m.
Watchtower Study
LUTHERAN

UNION GROVE
10:50 a.m.
Morning Worship
600 p.m.
Evening Worship
UNIVERSITY
9,00 sin:
Bible Chtegfeet ' ' "
10.00 a m & 500 p.m.
Worship
WEST MURRAY
1050 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Worship
Evening

METHODIST

DEXTER PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Worship

COLD WATER
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Worship
COLE'S CAMPGROUND
8:50 a.m.
Worship Service
9S0 ave.
8".f‘
UNITED
Al""1"
DEXTER900 am
Contemporary Service
10:00 a.m
Bible Study
11:00 a.m.
Regular Worship

WILLIAMS CHAPEL
9:00 a.m.
Morning
6:00 p.m.
Evening
700 p.m.
Wednesday

cmti S? WSW COW

V harm

BAY SAINTS
CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS
10:00 a.m.
Sunday Priesthood
11:10 a.m.
Sunday School
12:10 p.m.
Sacrament Meeting
EPISCOPAL
ST. JOHN'S EPISCOPAL
10:30 a.m.
Worship
9:00 a.m.
Sunday School
500 p.m.
Sunday Worship
1200 p.m.
Tuesday
INDEPENDENT
CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY CHURCH
10:30 a.m.
Worship Sunday
Children's Sunday School 11:00 a.m.
FREEDOM HOUSE
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Worship
MURRAY FAMILY CHURCH
10:00 a.m.
Worship
Wednesday- Home Group. SOO p.m.

BETHEL APOSTOLIC
PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Worship Service
5:00 p.m.
Sunday Night
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Night
CALVARY TEMPLE
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
1100am. & 6:30 p.m.
Worship
Wed. Evening & Youth Service 7:00 p.m.

BROOK'S CHAPEL UNITED
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
600 p.m.
lot & 3rd Sun. Night

GLINDALR ROAD CHURCH OF CHRIST
6 a.m., 9 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Worship
10:15 a.m.
Bible Study
7 p.m.
Wed. Bible Study

BETHEL FELLOWSHIP
CHURCH OF GOD
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11-00 a m. & 6:00 p.m.
Church
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday

IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
9-00 a.m.
Bible Study
10.30 a.m.
Worship

BETHEL UNITED
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship
1030 a.m
Sunday School
6:00 p.m.
2nd & 4th Sun. Night

SECOND STREET
1045 a.m.
Morning Worship
600 p.m.
Evening Worship

PLEASANT VALLEY
1045 a.m.
Morning Woralup
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship

RUSSELL CHAPEL UNTIED
9-30•m
Worship
11 00 a.m.
Sunday School

CHURCH OF THE LIVING GOD
9:30 a.m.
Bible School
11:30 a.m. & 7 p.m.
Worship
7 p.m
Wed. Bible Study
7 p.m
Friday Worship

K.J.V. Matthew 16:26

SUGAR CREEK
10 a.m
Sunday School
llam /k6pm
Worships
7 p.m
Wednesday
WEST FORK
1100am
Morning Worship
700 p.m_
Wednesday Evening
6,00 p.m.
Sunday Evening

PALESTINE UNTIICD
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11.00 a.m.
Worship

UNITY OF FATTH FELLOWSHIP
3 p.m.
Sunday
7 p.m.
Wedneday

For what is a man profited, if he shall gain the
whole world, and lose his own soul?

330 a.m
11 a.m.

MT. HEBRON
1000 a.m.
Worship
11:00 am.
Sunday School

SHILOH FULL GOSPEL ASSEMBLY
7:00 p.m
Thursday Night
10:00 cm.
Sunday Morning
7,00 p.m.
Sunday Evening

Sometimes I get the feeling that we
spend too much of our time and
energy on things that seem to have
so little relative worth in this world.
Although our jobs, homes, cars, etc.
are all necessary and important to
maintaining our daily lives, it seems
that too much emphasis is placed on
so many short-term things. Today, it
(ID
CSP
im) seems that most everyone is hying
to acquire as much wealth as they
buy
more things that will make them
can
they
so
can
happier. We are a competitive people, and it seems
that we are always trying to obtain something bigger
or better than the next person. Perhaps we should
simply try to enjoy all the blessings that our Father in
Heaven has given to us, and realize that true lasting
peace can only be found in doing God's will. The
Bible tells us that our hearts will always be where our
riches are, and that we should store our riches in
Heaven. We are doing so every time we do what we
believe God wants us to do. We should be good stewards of the many gifts that God gives us, and we
should realize that His love is the greatest gift of all.

PROVIDENCE
1000 am
Sunday School
11 am & 6 pin
Wanthip

111WISIMIWS SF NW
ROPE MASSON.CHURCH
liksoamy Illashriag Wandino 1030 a m
Everng Warship 600p m
•
700 p m
Wedneeday Beide Study

MT.CARMEL
1000 a.m.
Worship
1100 am.
School
Sunday

manger

LAND
MINIETIIRM INTERNATIONAL
7 p.m
Tuesdays Bible Study
Saturdays Spiritual 'Training 6 p.m.
Saturday. Celebration Service 7 p.m.

FIRST UNITED METHODIST
8:45 & 11 a.m
Worship
9:50 a.m
Sunday School
GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED
10,00 a.m
Sunday School
1100am
Worship Service

MURRAY FIRST UPC
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
1100 a.m.
Worship
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Worship
FAITH TABERNACLE
1000 a.m.
Sunday School
II urn & 7 p.m.
Worship
JENNY RIDGE PENTECOSTAL
6.00 p.m.
Saturday Evening
10 30 on, & 6 p.m.
Worship
MURRAY WIEST UNITED
Sunday School & Worship
Evening Worship
Wednesday

10 a.m.
6 p.m.
7 p.m.

NEW CONCORD
10 a.m.
Sunday Worship & Service
Worship Sun_ 6 p.m. & Wed. 7 p.m.
TRINITY CHRISTIAN CENTER
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
1050 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Worship
7 p.m.
Wednesday Worship

GOSHEN METHODIST
900 a.m
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
Morning Worship
HAZEL UNITED METHODIST
11:00 aln
Sunday School
9:45 a.m
Morning Worship
INDEPENDENCE UNITED
10,00 a.m
Sunday School
11:00 a.m
Morning Worship
KIRKSEY UNITED
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
LYNN GROVE
9:30 a.m.
Worship Service
10:45 a.m.
Church School
MARTIN'S CHAPEL UNITED
9:00 a.m.
Worship Service
1030 a.m.
Sunday School
MASON'S CHAPEL UNITED
10:00 am.
Sunday School
1100 a.m.
Morning Worship
Wednesday Youth Service 6,30 p.m.

UNITED PENTECOSTAL
CHURCH-NEW CONCORD
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
1100-7.30 p.m.
Worship Service
PRESBYTERIAN
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
9:30 a.m
Sunday School
1045 a.m.
Worship
LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
1100am
Worship Service
NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
1100am
Worship
OAK GROVE CUMBERLAND
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
10:03 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a.m. & 6 p.m
Worship Service
UNITY CUMBERLAND
1000 a.m.
Sunday School
11 00 a.m. & 6:30 p.m.
Worship

Attend The Church Service Of Your Choice
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Our Showroom is Open
Mon.-Fri. 8-4:30
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I can do all things through
Christ who strengthens me.
— Phil. 4:13
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CALLOWAY MONUMENT CO.
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Our Family Is Here
Help Yours.
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1707W. Alain • Murray • 270-753-1%2

PURCHASE AREA
PHYSICAL THERAPY
Professional Care with a Personal Touch
208 S.6th St.• Murray, KY •(270) 759-9500

And ifIgo and prepare a place for
you, 1 will come back and take you
to be with me that you also may be
where I am.
— John 14:3
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What does Christ say about ghosts?

ChurchBulletins
Various
churches
have
released information concerning
their worship services for the
coming weekend as follows:
First United Methodist:
Rev Richard Smith, pastor.
will speak about "Remembering Our History" with scripture from Deuteronomy 34:512 at the traditional worship
service at 11 a.m. Kristen Shep.ud will give the children's
moments and Jim Stabler will
be lay leader. Speakers will be
l-IntlA Scott, Ron Pool. Patsy
Chaney. Clara Humphrey and
Loretta Jobs. The Handbell
Choir wdl-play "0 For a Thousand Tongues to Sing" and the
chancel choir will sing "When
1 Survey the Wondrous Cross."
Acolytes will be Nicole McGee
and Daniel McGee with Belinda McGee as acolyte parent No
early service will be conducted.
First Baptist: Mark Whitt.
campus minister of Baptist
Campus Ministry at Murray
State University, will speak at
the /4:30 and 10:55 ant. worship services:The children's sermon at both services will be
by Wanda Edminster. The sanctuary choir will sing "We Are
the Body of Christ" and Media
Erickson will sing "Call on
Jesus" at the second service.
Margaret Wilkins and Pamela
Seward will be accompanists.
Assisting will he Ken Winters,
Ken Asher and Rudy Forsythe,
deacons, Doug Dieleman, Larry
Seward and Richard Matlock.
Sunday School will be at 9:45
a.m.. "Fall for Jesus" from 5
to 6:30 p.m. in fellowship hall
parking lot, and University Worship at It p.m.
Immanuel Lutheran: Rev.
Dr. Chad Foster, pastor, will

speak about "An Eternal Gospel
To Proclaim" with scripture
from Rem: 14:6-7 at the 10:30
a.m. Reformation Sunday worship service. Sunday School
and Adult Bible Class will be
at 9 a.m.
Goshen United Methodist:
Rev. Mark Earheart, pastor,
will speak at the 9 A.M. worship service with Tom Villaflor
AS the pastor's Assistant. Jo
Lovett and Steve Sexton will
be greeters. Serving as acolytes
will be Elicabeth Brunn and
Tees Etheridge. Children's
church will be directed by
Norma Edwards. Special music
will be by April Arnold who
will direct the choir with Pat
limn. Renee Doyle and Carla
Halkias AS accompanists. Sunday School with Bob West as
superintendent will be at 10:15
a.m. The youth and adults of
both Goshen and Kirksey
churches will meet at 6 p.m.
at Goshen church. The youth
will meet in the family fellowship center and the adults
will be shown a movie. "Angel
in My Pocket" in the sanctuary.
South Pleasant Grove United Methodist: Rev. Robert Jetton, pastor, will speak about
"True Faith" with scripture from
2 Timothy 1:7, 4:6-8, I Peter
5:10 and Galatians 2:20 at the
10:45 a.m, worship service.
The scripture reading will be
from Ephesians 3:7-21 and the
Psalter reading will be from
Psalm 65. Sunday School will
be at 9:45 a.m. and evening
lesson and discussion concerning holiness and faith with scripture from Hebrews 12:14-15
at 6 p.m. Bible Study from
Romans 5 will be at 6:3 0.m.
Wednesday

Glendale Road Church of
Christ: John Dale, minister,
will speak about "Wrath - Good
or Bad" with scripture from
Romans 1:18-25 at the 9 a.m.
worship service and about "Be
angry and do no sin" with
scripture from Ephesians 4:2627 at the 6 p.m. worship service. Leading the song serviLe
will be Todd Walker, associate minister. Also assisting will
be Garry Evans, Hayden
Rogers, Billy Pritchard, Joe
Thornton, Steve Winchester,
Dennis Abell, David Ryan, Tim
Stark, Zachary Underhill and
Chip Adams.. A short worship
service will be at 5 a.m. and
Bible classes at 10:15 a.m.
University
Church
of
Christ: Charley Bazzell, minister, will speak about "The
Way Up is Down" with scripture from Philippians 2:5-11 ,
// at the 10 a.m, worship service and members of the University Group will be in charge
of the 5 p.m. worship service and the annual "T'runic or
treat" to follow. Assisting Sunday morning will be Sherrill
Gargus, John Murdock and Jerry
Stark.
Danny Claiborne is
worship leader and Roy
Hawkins is youth and family
minister. Bible classes will
begin at 9 a.m.
First Christian: Dr. Charles
L. Rolen. senior minister, will
speak about "Praying Through
the Lean Season - Remix" with
scripture front Luke 18:144 at
the 10:15 a.m, worship service. Mark Dycus is minister
of music with Julie Warner,
Donnie Hendrix and Judith Hill
as accompanists. The chancel
choir will sing "Order My

MI See Page 11A

Lynn Grove United
Methodist Church
November 18th Thanksgiving Service

etc*. Aciwn-s

6:00 p.m.

Weekly Services
Early Fellowship Sunday Morning
Sunday School
Sunday Morning Worship
Wednesday Night Choir
Wednesday Fellowship Meal
Wednesday Bible Study

8:30 a.m.
9:00 a.m.
9:30 a.m.
6:00 p.m.
6:45 p.m.
7:15 p.m.

We invite you and
yourfamily to join
us for Worship!
"a church with an early service
in a country setting"

By Richard Youngblood, Minister at
University Church of Christ
which had been raised up
Question: As Halloween
feared. Instead of being
miraculously just as Jesus
comes around again, we
feared, the Bible teaches that
had raised up Lazarus from
hear a lot about ghosts.
the Holy Spirit is given to
Christians as a blessing (Acts the dead (John 11) Finally„
Do ghosts really walk
Jesus told a story of a rich
2:38; 5:32).
about the earth? What
The only case of a human man who was being torment-,
does the Bible say about
ed in hades who wanted to
spirit coming back into this
ghosts?
send a warning to his brothAnswer: The word ghost
world is that recorded in 1
ers. He asked that someone,
Samuel 28. Although King
does not occur frequently in
from the dead be sent, but ;
the Bible. However, you find Saul had expelled all medihe was told that "if they do
ums and spiritualists, AS the
the phrase "gave up the
not listen to Moses and the,
law of God commanded, he
ghost" which is the translaProphets, they will not be
disguised himself and visited
tion of one Hebrew or
convinced even if someone ?,
Greek word that means "to
the witch (or medium) of
rises from the dead" (Luke
Endor and asked her to call
die" a few times. Some of
16:31). No one was sent.
up the prophet Samuel. To
the oldest English translaAll of the above seems to
tions of the Bible, including
the surprise and horror of
confirm that spirits of dead .
the woman, Samuel did
the King James Version,
people, or ghosts, do not
translated the Greek word
appear. Most Biblical sturoam around on the earth.
for "spirit" as "ghost." That dents have concluded that
The writer of the New Tes- ,
God brought forth Samuel
Greek word, "pneuma." is
tament book of Hebrews
for the special purpose of
found 379 times in its varisayS that "man is destined to
telling Saul that because of
ous forms in the New Testadie once, and after that to
ment. The King James Bible
his disobedience he and his
translated it as "ghost" 98
sons would soon join him in face judgment" (Hebrews
,
times and as "spirit" 281
death. This event was excep- •9:27). Since there is no
appointment between death ,
times. When the King
tional and in no way conJames Version of the Bible
firms the idea that spirits are and the judgment, there is
no reason to expect human ;
was written in 1611, the
allowed to walk the earth as
spirits be wandering about
word ghost meant the same
they please.
thing as the word spirit does
In reading the New Testa- the earth.
today: it represented the
(For more on the Christment account of the death of
ethereal or spiritual part of
Jesus on the cross we learn
ian and Halloween, see
man as opposed to the mate- that "tombs broke open and
WW113 article #28 on our
rial body. However, as with
website.)
the bodies of many holy
other words in the English
people who had died were
language, the word ghost
raised to life," and "after
Send questions or corn- )
carries different connotations
Jesus' resurrection they went
ments to University Church
for people today. In 1611,
into the holy city and
of Christ, 801 N. 12th, Murreference to the Holy Ghost
appeared to many people"
ray, KY 42071 or phone
did not communicate the
(Matthew 27:52-53). But
270-753-1881. This article
idea of something eerie or
these were not disembodied
is reproduced on the web:
spooky that was to be
ghosts. They were bodies
www.nchrist.org

Memorial Baptist Church
names new minister of music
Jeff Prater is the new minister of music at Memorial

Schedule Events November 2007

located in Lynn Grove
highway 893, 1/4 mile off 94 W

Timothy R. Palmer, Pastor
Parsonage: 489-2371

E-mail: cwli-unutrietzeto.net
Website: www.gbgrnumc.org/lynngrove

Smyth* Church. laaated at the

comer of 10th and Main Streets,
Murray.
Prater, who lives in Marshall County with wife and
two daughters, will begin his
part-time music ministry at
Memorial on Sunday.
A 1986 graduate of Murray
State University with a degree
in journalism/radio-TV and a
minor in organizational communication, Prater has extensive experience also in the
music field. He has served as
worship/music leader at several churches in the area in recent
years.
A member of Phi Mu Alpha
Sinfonia music fraternity while
attending MSU, Prater performed
in
musicals and
operettas and sang with the Baptist Student Union choir. He also
performed special music as lead
and tenor vocalist for the Laymen Quartet and Kingdom
Bound Quartet.
"We are certainly looking
forward to working with Prater
as he leads our choir programs
and the music in all of our

To find out
what's
happenin
in your
community
read the
INY•1
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Christian Celtic Band

1
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4

Saturday, Nov. 3rd
7:00 p.m.
at
Christian
Community Church
On the Corner of 16th St Glendale
Murray
loin Us for worship that following 5unciav at iolo

F tee
Concert

Murray

Jim Stuart, Pastor • Phone 759-4404
www.Murrayccc.org

F
Concert

services," said Martin Severns,
pastor of the church."We invite
the pubbo to wocship with us."
Kathy Thweatt and Misty
Williams are accompanists.
Gene Knight will be the deacon of the week and Ron James
is Sunday School director.

Bro. Greer will
be evangelist for
revival at
Mason's Chapel
Mason's Chapel United
Methodist Church will have
revival services starting Sunday and continuing through
Tuesday.
Bro. Eulas Greer will be
the speaker for the services at
7 p.m. nightly. A meal will be
served Sunday at 6 p.m. and
Youth Night will be Monday
with pizza being served at 5:30
p.m.
Bro. Mark Wilkerson will
be speaker for the Laity Sunday service at 11 a.m. Frank
Coles is worship leader with
Karen Coles and Sharon Myatt
as accompanists. Jeanie Dickerson is youth director and
Bro. Alan Trull is pastor.

Halloween party
planned
at Coles Camp
Ground UMC
Coles Camp Ground United Methodist Church will have
a Halloween party for all friends
and neighbors on Sunday at 5
p.m. at the church.
Hot dogs, chili and sweets
will be served. Games for adults
and children will be conducted and costumes are optional.
All friends are invited to this
old fashioned Halloween party.

Flint Baptist
Church
plans Fall
Festival
Flint Baptist Church, 1350
Flint Rd., will host a special
Fall Festival event on Sunday.
Heroes Unmasked will be the
time of fun for the entire family. There will be games, prizes
and candy.
The doors will open at 630
p.m. with a hay ride around
7130 p.m. The public is invit-

ed

Greater Hope

Baptist
Church plans
event
Greater
Hope
Baptist
Church, 711 River Rd., off
South Fourth Street, Murray,
will sponsor a Praise and Gospel
Explosion on Sunday at 3 p.m.
Rev. Henry Greer, interim
pastor, invites the public to
attend this special event anil
all services at the church.

Sugar Creek
Baptists
plan Fall Festival
Sugar Creek Missionary
Baptist Church will have its
annual Fall Festival on Sunday.
A hayride will begin around
4 p.m., followed by chili, hot
dogs and all the trimmings at
5 p.m. Lots of fun and games
for kids of all ages will be
featured.
The church is located on
Faxon Road, approximately two
miles off Ky. 94 East. Bro.
Darrell Walker is pastor and
Christopher Hines is youth minister. For transportation call
Gerald Walker at 753-7560.
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Oak Grove
Baptist Women
play special
program Nov. 3
The

women of Oak Grove
Baptist Church will have a special program on Saturday. Nov.
4, from 10 a.m. to about 12:30
p.m. at the church, located in
the Puryear. Tenn., area.
Carolyn Outland and Ann
Davenport who have written and
published a book on "Overcoming the Ordinary Life" will
be the speakers. They will
speak about their past trials
they have had in their lives
and they overcame them. They
have spoken nationally and
internationally and served in
consultants in women's evangelism for the Tennessee Baptist Convention.
There is no charge, but a
free will offering will be
taker.
For more information call 1270-492-8983.
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Focus on the Family
execs living up to name

Creation scientist to present
lectures at Murray State
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On Oct. 31, creation scien- Washington University's School
tist Dr. David Menton will be of Medicine foj over 30 years,
giving two lectures on the cam- and was the consulting editor
pus of Murray State Universi- of Stedman's Medical Dictioty in the Curris Center Ball- nary, a standard medical reference work. More bio inforroom.
"Lucy and the Fossil mation about Menton is availRecord," will be presented at able at http://www.answersin7 p.m. with "Formed to Fly" genesis.org/home/area/bios/d_m
following at 8:30 p.m. Ques- enton.asp
Murray State students are
tion and answer sessions will
taught evolution as fact in their
follow each lecture.
Admission is free and the classrooms, but rarely hear the
"other side of the story." The
event is open to all.
Menton has a Ph. D in Cell lectures are sponsored by Christ
from the prestigious Ambassadors, an interdenomiBrown University, was an asso- national Christian fellowship at
ciate professor of anatomy at Murray State.

piology

Dr. David Menton

IN Church bulletins ...
From Page 10A
Steps." Assisting will be Judy
Lyle, worship leader, Amy Roos
and Eddie Phelps, elders, and
Krista Crass, Larry Benton, Jim
Boone, Teresa Nixon and Tim
Allbritten, diaconate.
Poplar Spring Baptist:
Dennis Norvell, pastor, will
speak about "Liberty or Legalism" with scripture from Galatians 5:7-15 at the 8:45 and
II a.m. worship services and
about "Always Tell the Truth"
with scripture from Exodus
20:16 at the 6 p.m. worship
service. Dee and Kathy Lipford will lead the worship services with Hazel Brandon, Susan
Reynolds, Dee Lipford and
Carol Kelly as accompanists.
Sunday School for all ages
will be at 10 a.m.
First Presbyterian: Andi
Denney will speak about
"Through Heaven's Eyes" with
scripture from Luke 18:9-14 at
the 10:45 a.m, worship service. Todd E. Hill is choir director with Kala Dunn as guest
pianist. The anthem by the
choir will be "Fairest Lord
Jesus" with Stephanie Dettro
as soloist. Marion O'Rourke
will give the "Minute for Stewardship." Ron Reuter will be
liturgist, Ralph and Cheryl
Pittman an Julie and t.eplii_anis
McClaiii,'Whets, and Sfdlinhrtin, greeter. Sunday School will
be at 9:30 a.m. and Korean
Worship at 4 p.m.
Hardin Baptist: Bro. Ricky
Cunningham, pastor, will bring
his eighth message in his sermon series, "Is our Family on
the Rock, or on the Rocks" at
the 8, 9:15 and 10:30 a.m.
services. Sunday
Worship

School is offered at each hour.
Worship will be at 6 p.m. Sunday.
Calvary Temple Pentecostal: Rev. Darrel Young, pastor, will continue the series of
sermons titled "Successful
Christian Living" at the 11
a.m, worship service. Wesley
Young will be in charge of
praise and worship with special singing by he Calvary
Choir. Bud and Ruby Stewart
will be greeters. Sunday school
will begin at 10 a.m. Wednesday Bible study and Youth
groups will be at 7 p.m.
Hazel United Methodist:
Mark Wilkerson will be lay
speaker for Laity Sunday at
the 9:45 a.m, worship service.
Johnna Nance will be in charge
of the children's church. J.W.
Jones is worship leader and Toni
Jones is pianist. Special music
will be presented. Sunday
School will be at 11 a.m.
Locust Grove Baptist: Bro.
Ryker Wilson, pastor, will speak
about "Channels of Blessing
Part Ill" of the series on "Servant of God" with scripture
from Romans 12:6-8 and Ephesians 4:11-16 at the II a.m.
worship service and about
"From Creation to Consummation: Creation Museum Trip"
at the 6 p.m. worship service.
Barry Thomas will be in charge
ofICRIN.4 Vtlititer Widt"SpeCial
music by Ryan Mcmanman and
Erika Knight at the morning
service. Ryker. Jennifer and
Logan Wilson will sing "It's
Evident" at the evening service. Sunday School will be at
10 a.m.
Westside Baptist: Rev.
Glynn On-, pastor, will speak
about "The Greatest Career:

Friday, October 2,2017• 11A

Conspicuous in Growth" with
scripture from Matthew 5:1316 at the 10:30 a.m, worship
service and the Deacon Installation/Ordination Service will
be at the 6 p.m. worship service. Tommy Scott is minister
of music. The choir will sing
"He Knows My Name" with
John Scott as soloist, and special music will be by For Heaven's Sake and Preschool choirs
at the morning hour. At the 6
p.m. service the choir will sing
"Order My Steps" with Danny
Richerson and Jill Herndon as
soloists. Assisting will be James
Forester and Steve Smith, deacons. Sunday School will be
at 9:30 a.m.
Grace Baptist: Bro. Sammy
Cunningham, pastor, will speak
at the 10:45 a.m. and 6 p.m.
worship services. Henry Nance
is minister of music with Oneida White, Sherry Fortner and
Kathy Garrison as accompanists. Teddy Futrell will sing
at the morning service and Alli
Nance at the evening service.
Eddie Mortis will give the children's sermon and Brian Steward is minister of youth. Assisting will be James Rose, deacon of the week, and Walter
Bell, Kevin Phillips, Chase
Futrell and Greg Former, ushers. Sunday School will be at
9:30 a.m.
10111161.1
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public voice on its flagship radio is now available through podBy ERIC GORSKI
broadcast. While Dobson has cast, audio-stream and videoAP Religion Wnter
SPRINGS, not hinted at retirement, the stream. The ministry's movie
COLORADO
most popColo. (AP) — James Dobson board has been plotting suc- reviews, one of its
ular products, can be delivered
has become synonymous with cession for years.
Passing up a better-paying by text message.
the empire that is Focus on
An initiative called "My
the Family. Tourists clamor for corporate job at a paper comsite visiphotos of the group's founder pany. Daly joined Focus on Family" allows Web
when he's not taping a radio the Family in the late 1980s tors to customize their home
Focus on
show, talking about the presi- and rose through the ranks. pages. The flagship
too
dential race on a TV news Daly is not heir apparent to the Family magazine was
so now
show or writing another child- the radio show because, he general for the times,
acknowledges, that isn't his five versions based on differrearing book.
Some staff confess to ask- strength. He views himself as ent life-stages are published.
"Focus for a long time took
ing "What Would Dr. Dobson an administrator and delegator.
Daly's public profile is grow- a shotgun approach: Let's throw
Do?" when faced with'a dileming, however, illustrated by the out a topic today and talk about
ma.
But out of public view, a release of his first book, "Find- it, and if it touches someone's
Daly said.
new generation of executives ing Home," in which he heart, we'll respond,"
is laying the groundwbrk for describes growing up in foster "Now, people are just too busy.
have time
sustaining the conservative care after the deaths of his They say, 'I don't
to feed
Christian group as a cultural alcoholic parents and the joys to find it. I need you
a huge
and political force once the of raising his own kids. The it with me ... That's
leadership
7I-year-old Dobson has left the message: Parents can consider change between the
scene. And most of their efforts Daly a peer rather than an (at Focus on the Family)."
The group also is trying to
are concentrated not in the authority'figure in the mold of
with
political realm, but in finding Dobson, a child psychologist. forge stronger relationships
That kind of peer-to-peer churches, offering a new curnew ways to deliver marriage
to Drugand parenting advice to a connection is central to Focus riculum called "How
meant to be
younger generation of families, on the Family's efforts to reach Proof Your Kids"
groups at
many of whom distrust insti- a younger audience. An exam- shared in small
tutions or dislike evangelical ple is a Webzine called Bound- churches.
Daly emphasized that Focus
less.org that invites young adults
engagement in politics.
backing
Consider Jim Daly, the ages 18 to 34 to talk to each on the Family is not
work, and
group's 46-year-old president other in moderated forums about off its public policy
emphasis
and chief executive officer. He everything from dating and he said the renewed
advice is not
shares Dobson's conservative courtship to the ethics of play- on relationship
meant to blunt criticism that
evangelical beliefs about mar- ing online poker.
'This generation, Gen Y and the group is too political.
riage and the culture wars. But
But if the goal is to reach
Daly is more likely to talk or even Gen X. they are skeptiadults, downplaying
younger
39,
Brown,
Motte
said
cal,"
childtroubled
his
about
blog
be wise. The
hood or the challenges of rais- who oversees the Boundless politics might
firm Barns
ing his own kids, ages 5 and 'zinc as family formation min- Chtistian polling
this year that
7, than stage voter-registration istry manager. 'They've been Group found
marketed to their entire lives, nearly half of born-again Chrisrallies.
16 and 29 believe
"With (Dobson's) interest in so they look to their peers and tians between
Christian political
public policy, we have quite a they reject anything with an conservative
poses a problem
strong bicep in that arena," authoritarian tone. They are involvement
looking for truth, but look to for America.
Daly said.
Steve Maegdlin, another
But, he adds, "94 percent their peers for that."
Brown acknowledges that Focus on the Family senior
of our budget goes to marsaid he doesn't
riage and parenting, the bread hunger poses a challenge for vice president,
supporters view the
and butter stuff. We don't have an institution founded on one believe
political engagement as
to reduce the muscle in the man's vision. Young adults on group's
public policy area. We just the online forums revere Dob- a negative.
"I don't think there's a disneed to start doing curls in son, he said, but also want to
connect with our constituenthe other area in the public hear each other's voices.
The ministry also is cus- cy," said Maegdlin, 41. "In
square."
I think they would
Dobson stepped down as tomizing content to adapt to general,
that you stand
Focus on the Family president an on-demand world, said Glenn say, 'I appreciate
righteousness and Bib3
in 2003 but remains the board Williams, 44, a senior vice up for
resident, Dobson's r4clow lic.al. values.
chairman and the ministry's
i
ire*
- it
w
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Fall Festival and
Family Celebration
This Saturday from 5-8 p.m. at the church!!
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1(y. farmers donate cattle w.s.44kfirfthowLik‘41.41%
NEW WASHINGTON, Ind. (AP) — A couple whose cattle
startherd was decimated by a deadly reaction to soybeans is
by
ing over with three pregnant Black Angus heifers donated
Kentucky farmers.
Chrissy Yeager said she wept and her husband, Kenny, had
from
i. beaming smile Wednesday as the cattle were unloaded
Ky.
truck at their farm about 25 miles north of Louisville,
adding
"You couldn't knock the smile off his face," she said,
goodness
'hat both she and her husband were thrilled by "the
and kindness of strangers."
their
The couple will use the pregnant heifers to rebuild
month
Clark County herd, which was devastated earlier this
livestock
Men their II cows and a bull died suddenly. The
had eaten too many soybeans and succumbed to a deadly reaction called rumen acidosis.
Not only was it a financial loss of an estimated $17,000, it
was also an emotional loss.
Chrissy Yeager said her husband had become attached to the
he
ir,•attle, which would come running like big pets as soon as
called out to them.
The cattle's death was the latest misfortune to plague the
Xeagers in recent months. This spring, a freeze destroyed their
wheat crop and the summer drought ruined their tobacco and

fok

Pastor W. Ryker Wilson invites all families
to come out to the Grovefor trunk or treat
(What is in each car's trunk?),
2 story inflatable slide, games and prizes,
costume contest (nursery - 6th grade), cake bake
contest (guys only ladies judge), chili contest (all),
and old fashioned hay rides!!!
For more information call 270-753-9550
pastoroflocustlrovemurray@ethixs.com
1571 Locust Grove Rd.
Just Two Miles Out of Murray Off of 121 5.

Locust Grove Baptist Church
"Sharing Jesus Christ And living Gracefully"
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Saturday, Oct. 27
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West Fork
Baptist Church
5179 State Route 121
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The October offers an acoustic
rt
sound for Saturday Lovett conce
FYI
By HOLLY WISE
Staff Writer
As pat of the Lovett Live
..ontert scnes, The October will
perform its first fully acoustic
perionnance Saturday night at
Lovett Auditorium. The concert
-- The October Strips It Down
--- will also be filmed for a live
DVD production to he released
in 2(X)l4.
Members Aaron Spraggs,
Michael Lloyd, Ryan Cain and
Dustin Burnett are touring and
promoting their most recent
work, Lost Since Graduation,
their third CD since they began
recording three years ago.
Lost SIIICe Graduation features six (i1 their latest songs
with Burnett on vocals. guitar,
keyboard and piano. Spraggs
ta.k.a Pound Town) on drums
and vocals. Cain on guitar and
keyboard and Lloyd on bass.
A string quartet compnsed of
Murray State students will
accompany The October in this
fully acoustic performance.
Their music is amied at a
large target audietice -- everyone.
Burnett is credited by the
other band members as "coming
to the table with quite a bit of
the niusic prepared - the lyrics
and chord changes lie presents
it to us and everyone puts their
own vibe on it. if you will"
The hand members are
all from small towns in
either western Kentucky
•o r

southern Illinois. Cain from
Benton, Lloyd from Corbin,
I
Spraggs from Clinton
-Population 44!") and Burnett
from Metropolis contribute part
of their musical success to their
small town roots.
"I think being front a small
town gives you this strange tension but also balance between as
much as we travel and wanting
to get out of the town," said
Burnett. "But also knowing
we'll always want to live in a
small town. We understand
cities and other cultures now
Just because of how much we
travel."
"I didn't have a pickup truck
so I was kind of an outcast
there." said Spraggs of his highschool experience. "But now
that you're starting to make
some ground with your music,
now they're all about it and
wanna talk to you about it."
The band members said they
get together once a week when
they're not on the road. Cain
and Burnett live in Calvert City
with their famills. Spraggs
lives in Clinton and Lloyd in
Lexington.
They hope to he able to tour
full time in the future and make
the hand their full time jobs.
When they're not touring or
recording, Cain teaches guitar lessons. Lloyd works
in construction,

Spraggs
builds Tickets for The
houses and October Strips it
B U r ii C t t Down performdoes art- ance are $10.
work and Fans are encourprodcution aged to purfor other chase tickets in
advance and
bands.
The arrive early to
assure a seat.
October's
To purchase tickMurray ets go to
perform- swAv.ticketmasance will tercom, call 1start at 8 877-894-4473 or
p . m . visit the box
Saturday.
office at the
"We're Regional Special
really excit- Events Center.
about For more infored
what we're mation on the
doing with Lovett Live
the show," series, visit
said Cain. www.myspace c
"It's going om/lovettlive for
of
to be really a schedule
upcoming
different
events.
from what
we've nor,
mally done.'
"We are very excited to lake
the songs from all three of our
releases and put them into
acoustic form, instead of our
bombastic rock band style," said
Burnett in an MSU news
release.

Murray L
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AP
the MCPike
outside
hover
"orbs"
be
to
believe
enthusiasts
A concentration of what paranormal
Mansion in Alton, Ill. on Sept. 7, 2007.

That's the spirit! Third of folks believe
in ghosts; some report seeing one
Those who dismissed the
WASHINGTON (AP) Those things that go bump in existence of ghosts include
the night? About one-third of Morris Swadener. 66, a Navy
people believe they could be retiree from Kingston, Wash.
He says he shot one with his
ghosts.
And nearly one out of four. rifle when he was a child.
"I woke up in the middle of
23 percent. say they've actually
seen a ghost or felt its presence, the night and saw a white ghost
Finds a pre-Halloween poll by in my closet," he said. "I discovThe Associated Press and Ipsits. ered I'd put a hole in my brand
One is Misty Conrad, who new white shirt. My mother and
says she fled her rented home in father were not amused."
Three in 10 have awakened
Syracuse, Ind., after her daughter began talking to an unseen sensing a strange presence in the
girl named Nicole and neigh- room. For whatever it says
bors said children had been about matrimony, singles are
murdered in the house. That was more likely than married people
after the TV and lights began to say so.
Fourteen percent - mostly
flicking on at night.
men and lower-income people
"It kind of creeped you out.
Conrad, 40, of Hampton, Va., - say they have seen a UFO.
recalled this week.,-1 needed to Among them is Danny Eskanos,
44, an attorney in Palm Harbor,
get us out.
About one out of five people, Fla., who says as a Colorado
19 percent. say they accept the teenager he watched a bright
existence of spells or witchcraft. light dart across the sky, making
Nearly half, 48 percent, believe abrupt stops and turns.
"1 knew a little about airin extrasensory perception, or
planes and helicopters, and it
ESP.
The most likely candidates was not that," he said. "It's one
for ghostly visits include single of those things that sticks in
eIs.
wwww
ratararavic. airawarame aranne. yenswomisti
Spells and witchcraft are
neser attend religious services.
By 31 percent to 18 percent, more readily believed by urban
more liberals than conservatives dwellers, minorities and lowerearning people. Those who find
report seeing a specter.

10, PS.05

Supernatural beliefs
ihrty-tour palsent 4 pooØe Nro
they balm in ghooes OW*010Sit
V•110 behtve e ESP room icrli
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Wore is. ..
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.
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1.013••5••
taw,Go
itsIA 303,
minor OF Ora.
•3 prow
'awl won
WM WOW

credibility in ESP are more likely to be better educated and
white - 51 percent of college
graduates compared to 37 percent with a high school diploma
or less, about the same proportion by which white believers
outnumber minorities.
fikawsnlirthe 48 p...nt who
accept ESP is less thah the 66
percent who gave that answer to
a similar 1996 Newsweek question.

FARM BUREAU FLORIDA
FRUIT PROGRAM

•

The following is a list of Florida fruits and nuts available through Farm Bureau.
Deadline order date is Oct. 31. Call the county office, 753-4703, or send thisform
to PO. Box 469, Murray, KY 42071 no later than Oct. 31,

DUCKS
UNLIMITED
Murray/Calloway County Chapter
of Ducks Unlimited
Invites everyone to celebrate the

70th Anniversary
of Ducks Unlimited
Saturday, Oct. 27, 2007
Loads of 70th Anniversary Collectahles Available
Including the 70th Anniversary Browning Silver Shotgun.
70th Anniversary Knife. Print, Decoys. and Sculptures.
Other hunting arms including .guns. knives. hunting .gear. knick-knacks.
.4i'ers Products. Milo Ducks. prints. codes-tables, and children's
Greenuirot steno available hv raffle. prize drawings, silent auction.
and a cpecoil fonniv Tate live auction.

Doors open at 5:00 p.m.
Dinner at 6:30 by Backwoods BBQ

;4
.1
F
1

Dinner & DU Membership: $35.00
Spouses: $10.00
Call Pam 753-8964 for Reservations

Knights of Columbus Hall
322 Squire Rd.• Murray, KY

kir

'AS/Va.-v.2

Telephone No.__

From

QUANTITY

Zip Code

City

Street Address

PRICE

DESCRIPTION
Navel Oranges,4/5 Bushel

$16.00

Red Grapefruit, 4/5 Bushel

$16.00

...

$16.00

Orlando Tangelos 4/5 Bushel

$16.00

"Sunburst" Tangennes, 2/5 Bushel

$14.00

Holiday Gift Trio, 1/2 Bushel (Oranges. Grapefruit & Apples)

$17.50

Hamlin (Juice) Oranges

Premium Variety Pack 8 Navel, 12 Grapefruit, 4 Apples,4 Pears

$14.00

Orange Juice - Super Concentrate, 24/12 Oz. Cans

$39.00

Lemonade Concentrate, 24/12 Oz. Cans

$19.00

Southern Fried Skinless Peanuts, 12/20 Oz. Carts

$33.50

Southern Fried Skinless Peanuts, 6/2 Lb. Cans(NEW SIZE)

$27.00

Southern Fned Redskin Peanuts, 12/200z. Cans .

TOTAL
PRICE

....$33.50

Honey Krunch Peanuts, 12/11 Oz. Cans

$27.00

Peanut Brittle Bites, 12/12 Oz. Cans

$30.50

Butter Toffee Peanuts, 12/12 oz. Cans

$27.00

Mixed Nuts(507, Peanuts), 6/2 Lb. Cans

$49.50

Peanut Gift Pack,(6/ 3 pkg. per case)

$46.50

Dry Roast(No-Salt) Peanuts, 12/160z, Jars

$27.00

Select Whole Cashews, 12/1 Lb. Cans

$63.00

Chocolate Covered Pecans, 12/1 Lb. Pkgs

$72.00

Select Shelled Pecan Halves, 12/1 Lb. Pkgs.

$72.00

Roasted, Buttered & Salted Pecans, 12/1 Lb. Pkgs

$72.00

Honey Roasted Pecans, 12/1 Lb. Pkg.

$72.00

Chocolate Nut Gift Pack,6/2 Can packs (10 oz. chocolate
covered cashews & 10 oz. chocolate covered almonds) ....$4650
Roasted Almonds, 12/9 Oz. Cans

$40.00

Orange Blossom Dirt Squad, 12/1 Quart Squeeze Bottles

$37.00

Orange Blossom Dirt Squad, 4/1 Gallon lugs-4 Pumps/Case

$43.00

Please return this form by October 31 to:
Calloway Co. Farm Bureau, P.O. Box 469, Murray, KY 42071.
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Dwain Taylor Chevrolet Cadillac Buick Pontiac GMC

Meet Our GM Stiles Staff
V
am native of Mayfield. AL wills
my wife, %my and 1150 children
Leslie and Robbie. The automobile
business has been a part of my life
for 44 years. I enjoy selling vehicles and spending time at home
with myfamily. He want your
business. Visit me or c-mail me at
Robert0 dwaintayhorcom

(MARC

AP

ike

Robert Parson,
GM Sales Manager
.4 native of Murray. I have been a part of the Taylor
team since 1978. I have seen a lot of changes in the
automobile industry. lie have comefrom a single line
Chevrolet dealer to a dual dealer,(IM( to our most
recent lines 4:Cadillac. Buick. Pontiac. I love working
with our sales team. I enjoy spending time with my
children and grandchildren, home 'nuking and yard
work outside of the dealership. I am a member of
Northside Baptist Church. Let me assist you in ordering or the purchase of any new or used vehicle. Stop
Shelia Harrell NIIIWC in. call me or e-mail me at Shelia(o'dwaintaylorcom

131_1IC1C

Ijoined the sales staff in January
2004 but have been with DT('since
August 2000. A 2003. graduate of
MS1.1, I am married to Ashley
McCuan of Graves County. I enjoy
spending time with my wife and our
dog. Oscar. I also enjoy racing ofall
types. Come and see me or send me an
e-mail at Chad@dwaintaylorcono

Inventory Controller

Ijoined the sales staff in March 2005. I am a
resident of Henry County,1Cnnessee and live
in Paris with my wife, Brenda a registered
nurse at Henry County Medical Center. I
June three sons, Jon. Justin and Ryan. I
enjoy boating on Kentucky Lake and I am
private pilot. I invite everyone to visit one for
all your auwmtotive needs. E-mail me at
Mike@dwaintaylor.coon

I like to say/ am 314 rather than saying my
actual age. I have been around a long time and
have seen a lot ofchanges. I g/ICNN they arefor
the good hut I have a difficult Mite
understanding this "new technology" and the
use ofcomputers on vehicles. I have had lots of
experiences. some good and some mediocre. I
have met No many nice andfriendly customers
and they hare not changed. My wife, Bever6
Mangrum Galloway and I reside at
Farmington, A) and have aim grandchildren.
I invite you to visit us.

4
Ccl

NKr

1,11.

00.!

likeand
liege
perloma
mor!vers

who

e 66
'Cr to
pies-

Ijoined the Thy/orfamily in Macchio!:2005. I
have since worked my wayfrom detailing cars
in the back to selling cars in thefront On June
29th of this year I married Jenny. I have gained
an excellent perspective on how the automobile
business works and how to use this knowledge
' to better serve our customers. Visit or call me
for your automobile needs.

recently joined the Taylor
leant in Sept. '07. I owned
Pier I Importsfor 29 years.
I am a native of Murray and
would like to invite all my
family,friends and past
customers at Pier I to visit
mefor all your automotive
needs.

EVROLETROMIC 1NC.
DWAIN TAYLOR CH
BUICK -CADILLAC
PONTIAC-

Sat.
Showroom Hours : 8 a.m. - 7 p.m., Mon.- Fri.•8 a.m.- 5 p.m.,
lorchevrolet.com
aintay
www.dw
e:
Websit
•
.com
taylor
Fax:(270)753-1629• E-mail address: shelia@dwain

Hwy. 641 S.• Murray •(270)753-2617

Meet Our TOYOTA Sales Staff
I have been with Dwain Taylorfor 18 years. My wife,
Missy and I have two children, Hannah (15)and Hunter
(13). lam graduate of Murray State University. lam on
the Boardfor The Murray Calloway County Chamber of
Commerce and a member of First Baptist Church.
We will make every effort possible to attain your business.
Come by and visit or e-mail me at Chad@dwaintaylorcom.
Chad Cochran
I am sales team leader and have been with Toyota of
Murrayfor 12 years. I am a graduate of Murray State
University with a degree in communication and
marketing. My wife Rachel and I reside in Murray with
our daughter, Addison. We have another child on the
way. We are members of First Baptist Church. I have
assisted many ofyou over the years in your purchase
experience and want to continue to so. Please ask for
me or e-mail me at Andy@dwaintaylor.com

Toyota Sales Manager

I have been with Dwain Taylorfor
seven years. I am a graduate of
Murray State University and a member of Glendale Road Church of
Christ. I have two children and one
grandchild. I will be happy to assist
you in any way possible.
Andy Foley
Sales

Sonya Wilson
Toyota Sales Assistant

I am 27 years old and in sales and leasing
at Toyota of Murray. Originallyfrom
Owensboro, KY. I attended Murray State
University and was a member of Alpha
Tau Omega Fraternity, In June 2006, after
graduation, I accepted a sales and leasing
position with Toyota. I want to invite my
fraternity brothers and you to visit me
at Toyota of Murray.

lam a 1999 graduate of Murray
High School. I also attend Murray
State University. I have been with
Toyota of Murrayfora 1 1/2
years. I enjoy watching sports,
coaching and spending time with
myfamily. Come and see me.
Thurman Foster
Sales

Mims Russell
Sales

Murray Ledger & Times
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Bring This Ad or Savings Certificate Get an Additional
$200 Discount Off of the LOW SALE PRICE
with

Ad/Certificate must be presented at time of purchase. Photo copies are not
acceptable. Offer good Oct. 26-31, 2007 only.

pproveni Credit

I.

.1 .10

41.11 y

1.41 1.4 1.41 1.1 1.1 1.1,4 1.1. 4. 1.1.1 1.1 1.1.1.1.110000

0 00

Based on credit
bureau score(WAC)
699-680

$269
$270
$327
$334
$338
$339
$347

Ion

$353
$357
$370

$358

$ue

$365
$370
$370
$378
$384
$389
$391
$394
$408
$413
$418
$443
$454
$452
$452
$483
$514
$537
$557
$613
$767

$377

$382
$382
$391
$397
$402
$404
$407
$422
$427
$432
$458
$469
$467
$467
$499
$531
$555
$576
$634
$793

$385
$401
$404

IISIP

#

Year, Make a Model

69 Alos

$247
$247
$300
$306
$309
$311
$318

'07 GMC Canyon - Stk. #225068

SALE
J
AFTFACE
P

NUM Pameni 8
rgpgp 954 APR
$239
$239
$290
$296
$299
$301
$308
$311
$342
$355
$358

.igi 1.1 .10

7007 GMC Canyon 7WD Reg Cab 4 Cyl Auto Bed Mat. If • 11448 WhIle

725061

$16,015

2007 Pontiac GS Coe 4 Cyl lono Went,

311713

$16,255

639926

$19,545

2007 Pontiac Vilio 4 Cl Auto Prettrred Flip Alum Whiels Platiorim

43440

$19,500

7007 Cherolet Malibu 4 Cyl Auto Air Sooner Whill

311379

$19,260

430551

$19,785

7007 Chevrolet Malibu 1o.,ry Pkg 4 Cyl holy Spoiler Sporl Red

384741

$19,855

7001 Cheveolet Silverbilo 1500 2WD Reg Cab Work TA Pkg 4100 Frit
Carpel Tilt CMS' Alf Aulo Over

604634

2001 Pontiac G6 40n Sedan 6 Cot Auto Rernole Start 41 Pkg ON Mute

112789

$20,265
$21,599

2007 Pontiac Grand Pr,, 40, Preferred Pkg Floor Mats 6 Cyr /luta Silver

224182

$23,545

700/ Pottle{ Torrent FWD Preferred Pt; Alum Wheel, AM FM CD M1'3 Black

220211

7007 Chey Silverado 1500 2WD Reg Cab

Wort Truce 6 Cyl UM • Tilt Crvise An/Silver Birch

7007 Pontiac Vibe Monotone Pkg Alum Whit's 4 cyl Arno

Alf

Preloned Pkg lipton.

$404
terns Cl 4 Di, Pay km Buck.99.it w nit CMS.
$411 tool 11401
234071
1111111101117, ocks COS Whrte
VA* 535753
lily
0,0
ock
foem
f
Crum
191.
Came
An
'I
Won
Cab
TWO
Rig
2501
Silvered.
Cbewelef
7907
$417
$417 tool UK Sot',a 7500 2W0 Reg Cab Wort Irt 6044 Air Loci Din Tilt Guru TRL P4 Mitts 531916
Grand Pile 4 DI 6 Cyl holy An Sun A Sound Pkg
$426 2007 Pontiac
125103
Prn Drown Seat 6 Pass Seating 6 Cyr A Mom *hilt
576074
While
Plig
Wort
An
Int
Owls
Auto
41
4100
Crew
1500
$433 2007 GMC Sierra 2WD
542991
vilifte
$439 toll Chewolel Samaria Chassis 3500 2W0 Olin C A Air Asto Gas
$440 7007 GMC Sotrra Chassis 3500 2W0 Wort Pkg 60 in C A An Gas Aakii Brake Crsetroller White 591229
341 Chassis 7 WD Wort Fim liii C A An
$444 7907 ChevroletlockSilverado
595696
Off Irak, Controlltr Ants Wine
Mirrors
700491
$460 2047 Sock Loceme CO 400 morntort Conv Pkg 46 Awls Platform
Silvered° 1500 2W0 Crew Cab lit 4041
$466 2901 Chevro141
5444/1
Arlo Alf tilt Creme Wrnitcnn licks Silver
$472 NM/ Caowelel Silverato 240 A WD Reg Cab WT Air lock Dal Mate Controller VI Ante Wilde 54519
7231151
$500 7107 GMC Sows 1500 2W0 Crew Slit loch Dill 5 3 VI Alf Arita White Ulm Wheels
1291.18
Gold
COT
Radm
Win
ON
Whitt:
Alum
Start
$512 7007 Buret Terram FWD Co Remote
Sow,' 1500 4W0 Reg Cab SLF 1 5 3 41 TRL Pkg
$509 7007 GMC
IMO
F/ I ill Iiileale /71 alum Wheels Whits
651157
Iii
Wbitt
CO
VI
3
5
P9
hA
Creme
40111
Wort
Cal
Craw
4W0
'SOO
Slimed.
$509 71107 Chevrolet
5154.7
Red
P14
101
Galt
1.111
it
$545 7007 GMC Sierra 1500 IWO Crew Cab Slf 1 40 VI lock DOI
1504 IWO Crew Cab Ill /71 f/ I al Gate
$579 till Cbewolel Sihrtrado
56731141
Convomeote P4 4100 VI Ster Red
Pkg
Prelermil
Ceti
7514 HO 4WD Id Cab Orate
$606 7007 1/GMC Sierra
571414
lift Gate 7/1 TRt P4 6 0 VI Arno
poise
IrS
Pk;
Illtsal
CA
Work
141,
Chasse
4WD
3540
GW
&avocado
2017
$628
544161
lock Din Air Aolo Male Cntr1 White
372711
$692 747 Gig Two/ /WO SL f 2 Remott Stan 3rd Row Seat Mine
393159
$865 2147 WIC Yekso Otwoli AWD Unreel Navigation Rear Camera DVD Silver
Alf

Sltflf

$25,270
$22 510
$23,480
$26,340
$26,340

13,087
13,119
15,903
'16,253
'16,409
16,492
'16,885
'17,060
'18,729
'19,482
19,630
19,644
'19,999
'20,265
'20,265

$27,035

'20,708
'21,031
'21,324
'21,404

$27,235
$27,205

'21,579
'22,365

$29,415
$29,335

'22,636
'22,924
'24,299
'24,876

$25,115
$27,665
$26,935

$31,440
$28,034

$30,295
$31,980
$33.825
$34,310
$36.136
$38.940
$37.895
$53,470

'24,749
'24,746
'26,474

'07 Buick LaCrosse CX - Stk. #234971

'07 Chevrolet Z71 - Stk. #567380

'07 GMC Sierra 2500 - Stk. #577474

'07 GMC Yukon - Stk. #377211

'28,151
'29,407
'30,507
'28,596
'42,018

AMERICA
THE BEST COVERAGEwithIN
no deductible"

'07 GMC Yukon Denali - Stk. #39357

• GM Inn non mile 5-year Transferable Pn,./ertrain Limited Warranty

CHIVY

Hwy.641 North, Murray,Kentucky

latest Lasts' Most
Depsalablo Tricks

12701753-2611 or Toll Free 1-800-207-9516 - Fax(2761753-1629
Email:SMielleedwalegaylsesom • wureivealommilsralmorrolaces

PONTIAC

y

Hours: 8-7 Monday - Friday, 8-5 Saturday - Closed Sunday

ad only no su616041 Papas* Owl on zero doff payment and 5461065
tu. Up .1 III los Ns SIN 03 prams fee to at Wald Pas any tart Ise drpa walkable Uals in Ma
D6$a444114 Sass puce a saw GM qtaes or J•OuCtftl Baud on GM Soto Ceara Agoion Rada& Nu saes
69 =OM ,161118*01$1440 pu lhouund lend on 12 974 APR
ol $11129 Jr Olowand band on 8 29% AM 69 mon46 parnaas ol $1595 pen lhanand based on 9 54% AR
ma /prowl Nag want* lot pmer6 wors 160414 supp6 Terns ol mama a mon.* wawa

New 2007

CTS

BREAK
6 Cyl • Auto, Luxury Package
Light Platinum Color
Grey Leather Interior

MSRP $37,130

Sate 29,285

641N Murray 14 • 12101753-2611 or Toll Free 1-800-201-9516

fax Us at 12701753-1629 Email Shelia ,idwaintaylor corn • www.dwamtaylorchevrolel com

Stk. #173608

SECTION

CLASSIFIEDS
INDEX

ADJUSTMENTS
Actverlisers are requested to check
the first inserbon of their ads ice any
error Murray Ledger & Tines vM be
responsible lot only me incorrect
inserbon. Any error should be reported inirnediately so corrections can
be made.
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40% Discount 3rd Run.
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S8.25 First Day - 20 words or less. Over 20 words $50 each
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s or Julie Brown
To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephen
• Fax: 753-1927
p.m.
a.m.-5
7:30
Friday
MondayHours:
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office
060
Help Wanted

010

010
LAM
Notice

Public Notice
Notice is hereby given that Dale Swill, 1176 Spnng
Road, Almo, KY 42020, has filed an application with
the Natural Resource. and Environmental
Protection Cabinet to complete a streambank stabilization project on Rockhouse Creek. The property 18
located approx 14 miles northwest of Murray, KY off
Spring Road Any comments or objections concerning this application shall be directed to: Kentucky
Diviaion of Water, Water Reeourcee Branch, 14
Reilly Road, Frankfort Office Park, Frankfort,
Kentucky 40601. Phone:(5021 564-3410
060
Help Wonted

71

JEM Productions
Transfer home movies
& pictures to DVD.
Most formats supported. Great gift idea.
for
now
Plan
Christmas! 270-3288719
NOW forming Monday
night 8 Ball league at
Billiards.
Breaktime
759-9303
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their

DO you love working
with kids?
Wee Care Enterpnses
may be lust the place
for you! Full time and
part time positions
available.
Apply at:
Wee Care
109 S. 15th St.
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-5227

actIvItios.

PSYCHIC
READINGS
Advice, help on all
problems of life.
Mrs. Ann
270-767-0508

1

174

tel and Found
FOUND: small smoky
gray female kitten.
Approx. 7 mo old. Very
affectionate. Kirkwood
Drive area. Call 2273653
LOST at Chestnut
Park: ladies' white gold
nng. Great sentimental
value. $200 reward. No
questions asked. 502644-3836 to identify.
060

GREEN Acres is currently hiring for the folpositions:
lowing
RN/LPN 2P-10P full
time, SRNA 6A-2P fulltime. Anyone interested in becoming part of
our team may apply in
person at Green Acres
Health Care, 402 W.
Farthing St., Mayfield.
KY 42066
BEST Western is now
taking applications for
and
Housekeeping
part-Urns Front Doak.

Experience preferred.
Please apply in person. No phone calls
please.
GREAT Opportunity!
Expanding! Full-time
experienced salesperson. Part-time warehouse. Submit resume
to Fleming Furniture,
3060 Hwy. 641N,
Murray, KY 42071.
HELP WANTED
ParUFull time -flexible
schedule- 7 days a
week.
$9hr after paid training
+ Benefits
1 -888-974-JOBS
T079100207
MALE Dancers wanted
review.
male
for
Second Friday of every
month from 7PM-9PM.
Must be 18 and over.
Have fun and make
money. Call for details
(270)873-9109

ADVERTISING SALES
The Murray Ledger & Times is currently
accepting resumes for the position of
Representative.
Sales
Advertising
Responsibilities for this position include servicing established accounts, developing advertising plans and developing new accounts in
Murray and surrounding areas. You must enjoy
working with the public and be self-motivated.
Prior sales experience is required. Degree in
Advertising, Marketing, and Public Relations
preferred, but not required. Salary will be
based on education and sales experience.
Paid holidays and vacation, health and dental
plans, salary plus commission, are all part of
an excellent benefit package.

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted" section
on our clamifieds
uelspagc at

munayledger corn.
you will he redirected
to tobnetwort com
By default.
Murray and local ion
listings will appear on
this urbane
HOWCNCI, as a national
websitc, not all listings
on the pi:artwork corn
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
lob listings Thank you

Rea to

608

WANTED Part time
Clinic Director. Angels
Community Clinic is in
need of an ARNP/RN
as the Clinic Director
This position is part
time Monday.
Wednesday and
Thursday about 25
hours a week. Anyone
interested may mail a
resume to Angels
Community Clinic,
1005 Poplar St
Murray. KY 42071 or
you rnay bring your
resume by the clinic
office MondayThursday 8:30-4:00

NEEDED: a responsible person to stay
nights with an elderly
lady. References. 270753-8990 after 5:30PM
during the week. 270293-8990 during the
day
060
Help Warded

WAREHOUSE CLERK
POSITION AVAILABLE

Energetic, hard-working individual with
multi-tasking abilities needed for front office
duties in busy medical practice. Must interact well with people, and be cheerful, respectful, and outgoing. Absolutely no phone calls
will be accepted concerning this position.
Please submit a typed resume, along with a
handwritten cover letter, to:
Dr. John Bright
Dermatology of Murray
300 S. 8th St., Ste. 28I-W
Murray, KY 42071
060
Nip Waffled
STEVEN G. Sacora
CPA/CFP Firm seeks
Accountant.
Staff
Benefits include 4-day
work week. Email
to
resume
steve@sacora.com.

COSMETOLOGIST
opening: MondayFriday $10 hour, full
time with 401k, vacation & medical benefits. Fax resume to
270-444-0389
NOW taking applications for all positions
and ell shifts. Apply
In person at Sonic
DrIve-in, 217 S. 12th
St., Murray. KY. No
phone calls.

SL liSCRIBE
TODAY!

060
Help Wanted

PML

'IC,

November 11, 2007
In Honor of
Tom Berry

Warfare
Command: SEAL'lam 2
...)
11979-1984)

amanaula.•••••••
autannarPasIanam

MURRAY-CALLOWAY
COUNTY

HOSPITAL

Taking healthcam new places.

0 Only $11 per spot • lone person per photo. 20 word limit)
Double spots: $18 • 140 word limit)

Deadline:!Way, November 2nd at 5:00 p.m.
Bnng payment, photo, this tom along with a sett-addressed stamped
envelope dunng office hours Mon -Fn., 7.30AM-500PM or mail to Murray
Ledger and Times, Attn Classifieds. P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071
ws,
In Honor or In Memory (circle one)
Name of Veteran:
C

We are currently hiring Registered Nurses
to work* 7 a.m. - 7 p.m. and 7 p.m. - 7
a.m, shifts and Licensed Practical Nurses to
work all shifts. ,MCCH was recently recognized as being among the Thomson 100 Top
Hospitals for Performance Improvement
Leaders, a national study. Join us as we
continue to expand into a regional hospital
adding over 170,000 square feet of new
space to our existing campus.

Rank'
Branch of Service:

Message :

060
Help Wanted
Cal
AFTER Hours
Center is now hiring fo
PART-TIME Patlen
Care Coordinators
PCCs are responsible
for processing incoming calls from patients
and locations during
non-business hours.
Experience in medical
field and administrative
record management
preferred, but not
required Strong customer service background preferred. Part
time hours of 20 to 30
hours per week will be
during
scheduled
evenings, nights and
weekends.
Call
Dose
Pulmo
Center is now hiring for
TEMPORARY Patient
Service
•pr•sentallv es.
PSRs are responsible
all
contacting
for
patients
assigned
monthly, taking patient
verifying
orders.

060
Help Wanted
information
patient
and placing the orde
in a timely manner
Experience in medica
field and administrative
record managernen
preferred, but no
required. Strong cus
tomer service back
preferred.
ground
Temporary hours wil
be Monday - Friday
8am to 5pm and position could last up to 6
months.
Pulmo Dose is now hiring for our Respiratory
Clinician Supervisor.
Responsible for providing clinical and super
visory support regarding respiratory equipment/supplies within
clinical expertise and
to
education
Respiratory Clinician
Team, field staff, referral sources, patients
care-givers.
and
and
Certification

Licensing is required
and experience in
Respiratory
Home
Care and Management
is preferred.
All positions require
minimum educational
background of high
school diploma or GED
Please
equivalent.
deliver or mail your
resume to 120 Max
Hurt Drive Murray, KY
to
email
or
elizabeth.cain rotech.
corn. We are an Equal
Opportunity Employer.

Domestic Childcwe
CLEANING houses. 20
years experience. 270
759-9553
PERSONAL aide- personal care, pill planners filled, run
errands, sitting, etc.
References available.
Call DeeDee Cohoon
759-9778

The Joint Apprenticeship and Training
Committee for the Electrical Industry is accepting applications for apprenticeship on the first
Friday of each month between the hours of
10:00 a.m. and 6:00 p.m. and on the Saturday
following the first Friday between the hours of
8:00 a.m. and 11:00 a.m, at the Paducah
Electrical J.A.T.C. Office, 2110 Shade Tree
Drive. Paducah, KY 42003.
All applications will be received without
regard to age, race, color, religion, national origin or sex. Each applicant must meet all basic
requirements to be eligible for an interview.
Requirements are: 17 years of age(18 at time of
indenture), high school graduate or GED or
Associates Degree, active drivers license, birth
certificate and proof of one full credit in
Algebra I. Applicants have 60 days from date
of application to supply required information.
Applicants will be selected in order of their
ranking resulting from interview rating.

1

Carpals'SolosiSonice
Nehmling Service,
Lira Rinarlargokr Riper

•Monday-Priday 9AM-4PM
•Saturday SAM-NOON
Now hiring local Murray positions
AM or PM Merchandising Position

F,qual Employee Opportunity Employer

NOTICE OF APPRENTICESHIP
OPPORTUNITY

Connection
syormit.752-0438

PML,Inc.
P.O. Box 69
Paris, TN. 38242
Attn: Human Resource Manager

PML, Inc. is a member of the Tennessee Drug Free Workplace.
Successful completion of a drug test is required before beginning
work.

Full-time/Part-time RN for busy
medical practice. Must be licensed
In the state of Kentucky. MI need
good phone, organizational and
people skills. Must be willing to
work a flexible schedule. Please
send resume and cover letter to:
P.O. Box 1040-F, Murray, KY 42071

Computer
403

OPEN INTERVIEWS

PML, Inc. offers a full benefit packagXcluding
Medical, Dental, Vision, Life. 401K, Pai Vacation. &
Paid Holidays

.21111r

AM,

Entail: llfoley@murrayhospital.org

web: www.murrayhospital.org
EOE

Phone:

%Your Name
•

MCCIll offers a comprelmosive
compensation and benefits package.
To apply, send resume to:

Murray Calloway County Hospital
Human Resources Department
803 Poplar Street
Murray, Ky. 42071

Service:

Date of

PML, Inc., a leading manufacturer of extruded and molded rubber
products for the automotive industry, has a position open for a
qualified individual to become an integral parytif the PML team.
Resumes for the position of process engineer thould be mailed to
the address below:

Candidates must have a BS in engineering. minimum of two
years engineering experience in a manufacturing environment.
Lean Manufactunng knowledge and expenence preferred. The
candidate must be aggressive, hard working and willing to work
overtime, when necessary. Good written and oral communication
skills are a must.

A TRIBUTE TO VETERAN'S DAY

11978-19791

Generous Sign On Bonus Available

"Together We Make a Difference"
*Sign-on bonus available for
LPN's $1500 • CNA's $1000
Contact: Trella Wilson, ADM
Or Shannon Lacewell RN,DON for details
Arbor Place of Clinton
106 Padgett Drive, Clinton, KY 42ff3/
270-653-5558

41,

It it

Naval Special

An Equal Opportunity Employer

HIRING! HIRING! HIRING!
LPN's/CNA's

*
*

Aircraft Carrier USS Midway

Registered Nurses
Licensed Practical
Nurses

Arbor Place of Clinton

6aiuk Our
(-7
Uefera.ns

It

isr

Duties include picking and processing
orders, receiving and unloading, inventory
maintenance. Requirements for the position
are forklift experience, valid driver's license,
light to moderate lifting, computer skills.
Must be self motivated and energetic.
Competitive wages & benefits!
Send Resume to: P.O. Box 123, Alm% KY 42020

Advertising Sales Position
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040-Z
Murray, KY 42071

Help Waned
A child needs you!
Become a foster par
ent, up to $36/day
WKUMFS 270-443
9004

Ar

Hap Wow

PEPS/ An/DA NIERICA

Pepsi MidAmence is seeking local enthusiastic individuals to work at the
maintenance or
store level and help build customer relations Job requires
in-store shelf space, inventory and displays Jobs require own transportanights
tion and requires lifting of 20 lbs Must work some week-ends and

subscribe to the ...

MURRAY
LEER
DG &TIMES
Local Mail
Home Delivery
(Canoes,
3 mo. —.—$2&00
$114.
3mo.
411
6 mo.
6 no.----SAM
1 yr.----.499.86 1 yr.--SHIM
MI Other Mai
Subscriptions
$70.50 3 mo.-----VS*
3 mo ..-si ma. ---.4%.1111
6
1 yr --flag. I yr.--SIM.*
Rest of KY/TN
Purvear & Buchanan.

I Check

Territory Sales Representatives
for
Pepsi MidAmerica is accepting applications from qualified candidates
a full time position in the sales execution of Pepsi products with a
Bachelors degree or 2 years of sales expenence
Health
At Pepsi MidAmenca we offer 401k. Defined Pension Plan.
Insurance. Paid Vacation and opportunity for advancement!
Apply maw,
ittNI us Hwy 641 10Itenton, NV 42025
Attn: AshAry itlytor
(270)527-508*
beist0611r0pops1644answrIca.com
Papal MIdAnterfee SO OR IOU& 040ort11111111

Visa

MK

Name
I St Address
II
City
I
State_.,

Zip

e Daytime Ph
Mail this coupon with payment to

e
ROMPOOYSP.

Money Order

e

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or rail 1270) 753-1918

CLASSIFIEDS

214 • t. riday.(October 26, 2007

UM ads
MOM COMPUTERS
sorykorSales
Hove.,s..-Upgrades
759 3556

2006 16x68 Northern
built Fleetwood manu
factored home Shingle
& vinyl with 1011 tront
porch and brick Nada
skirting 2BR, IBA
$29.900 or Mance tor
$1.500 down payment.
$308 monthly 1-800455-3001

ANTIQUES. Call Larry
753-3833
BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 4364236
BUYING old U.S. coin
and pocket knife collections. 2934999
CASH paid tor
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods. 519 S 121h,
Murray
GOOD used refngerators, electric ranges
gas healers air conditioners
baseboard
heaters Used carpeting 753-4109

92 Clayton 38R. 28A.
18X80 stove, dishwasher retngerator.
must be moved
$11.000 293-2158
438-6109 night
NEW 38R singlwascle
on 1 -acre lot, move-in
ready, no rentals.
reduced price
(270)978 0921

Calloway C .ty
"ictorial History &
Family History
Books
759-4938
753-2350
Diaper
LA.. Angel
Cakes for baby shower
& center pieces Can
be disassembled and
used later Will custonitze to any theme
270-489-2360. 220489-2940
PLAYSTATION 1 & 2
GAMES
Now
sold traded At Wood
Electronics on the
Court Square Huge
Selection.
Great
Pepsi 753-0530
SATELLITE System
FREE
Gel a 4-room FREE.
FREE OVA or HD
upgrade
FREE 6
months of HD programming
w/HD
upgrade. Get months 3
FREE of HBO 8
Cinemax
Programming starts at
$29 99 per mo .$5 00
tor local networks Call
fleas,ley Antenna 8
Satellite for more into
759-0901 or toll free
877-455-0901
STRAW lox Sale $250
bale 227-7352, 7534582

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANc t
WARD ELKIN%
On he Square Mi-

NICE one bedroom
apt 400 South 16th
$275 month Animal
allowed Jerry 2932072
NOW LEASING
1.2 & 3bedroorn Ants
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday. Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
DI) 41-800 648-6056

NICE 3bc 2ba oft 1.4
acre only $45.900 near
Lynn Grove Call Diana
at 270-703-2885 MTG
Real Estate

VERY nice 38R 2.58A
near university All
appliances furnished.
$750
month
plus
deposit 752-0313

320
/pennants For ewe

320
Spertments For Rant

MOON
For Sals
CINDERELLA
prom
dresses I site 4 yellow, 1 size 8 blue $150
each 270 492-8614
HD Televisions
Come by Olympic
Plaza to see our selection of HD televisions
Flat screen Plasma 8
LCDs Rear Prcoeclion
also
LG, Toshiba
Hitachi & Sony We
have a large selection
of entertainment centers 8 TV carts
Beasley Antenna 8
Satellite 759-0901

DUPLEX
1300A
Valleywood
Dr
$400/mo 759-9920 or
293-1446

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
'ii lc

e • Murra. KY

421171

270-753-8556
TDD I-84M-545-1833 - Ext. 283
la,. Bed..
I vntidi Ilcat itrid Air
Vi.cpting Amin-awn.

Office Hours 8 a.m. - 12 p.m...03
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

EvAisent
1967 Chevrolet 2 ton
grain truck No dump
bed 489-2790
•TRACKHOE
1080
case. solid machine
working dairy
*Dozer
HDHE
Mischa/v*6c sow old
macron*. %working daily
*JD 5425 81-HP 2007
CHA LOADER. 300
hrs. 484. all options
kite new
1270v345.2773'wants

FIRE W000 for sale
pick-up or *Amery
Cas for prices
12701293-1357 or
12701559-1474

1996 Fleetwood 1470
?BR 1 SBA 489-2712
2002 Fleehrood 18s80
3en 28A Northern
insulated sera nice
270-489-7525

2j3pmes121
n Auction
Absolu:e Land
rda November

CLEARANCE
SALE

MOVING
SALE

119 S. 4th St. - The Cake Lady
Fri., Oct. 26 • 7AM-5PM
Sat.. Oct. 27 • 7AM-2PM
Rain or shine

1701 Melrose
Drive
Sat., 10/27
7AM-?
EYeallang.ffl_4/5.1

Old & new Too much to mention

YARD
SALE
1707 Calloway
Ave.
Sat., Oct. 27
7AM

OMB 25114 Oft INN 91 La.flks 4111111k 1:411.1110 Walk
ROM mayiexi. law Hwy. S./3(CAtia Rd.)SCuti b
94 Nest 12 kihim
Warm**,Peeled8
klvw
Then Proceed Eat

Webb Homes For Rent
14X60 2BR 2BA $400
703-4768
SMALL 28R in country
References required
759-1837
320
For Awe
1 & 2 bdr apts. No
pets Leave a max
sage. 270-753-1970
1 OR 2br apts near
downtown
Murray
starting at $200/rno
753-4109
IBA me appliances
Some utilities paid
$300 per month plus
deposit 752-0456
MK various locationik
$700 $300 Coleman
RE 753-9898
2 Of 3BR duplex,
C/H/A 1 or 2BR apt.
753-1252 day. 7530606 night. 761-3694
- - -2BR
IBA
duplee.
Appliances Peggy Ann
Dr 270-753-0259
2819 Apt $275
2819 house $375
753-3415
---MR apt No pets
Lease 8 deposit Rent$500.
Security
Deposit $500 1604
Miller Ave 270-5192699
2BR duplex nice,
Cil-t A. appliances furnished Various locations Coleman RE
753-9898
4I3R 28A, all appliances central H A
Coleman RE 753-9898

Houses For Rent
2. 3 8 4B19 houses
Lease
8
deposit
required 753-4109
2819 I bath $395/mo •
deposit 978-0742
2819
IBA,
newly
remodeled, no pets
415 S 10th $425
month. 270-293-4602
38R 1 SBA immaculate condition, extended lease required, no
pets References and
deposit required 1116
Fairlane Or $750 per
month 270-293-4602
38R IRA w/ appliances No pets Lease
deposit required
500. SacurAy
t 11600. tale
Sycamore St 270-5192899

:1L:

38R 28A,
$450
month No pets 701
Broad St 270-2934602
3E3F1. 11A, Brick, 306
S 15th No pets
5475/mo 759-4826

3BR. IBA
stove,
refrigerator. dishwasher. washer, dryer No
pets 1615 Catalina
Drive $415 month plus
$200 deposit 270-247:
8127
UPSCALE residence
3/2 ranch on Melrose
Or City utilities and
schools All electric 2
car garage
Large
fenced yard New central HVAC system
Annual lease $900
monthly Ray 270-7670615

AVAILABILITY
KEY MINI WAREHOUSES
1850 State Route 121 South
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562
Call For Sizes & Prices
Security Gate

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE
Alt •All Size Units
Available
•Now
Have
*31i
8110.
Climate Control
1.4 5.14q1C4

753-3853
DUPLEX apartment
Like new, located in
Northwood
Carport
2BR all appliances
with gas beet and central air $575 per
month Phone 7533018
DUPLEX, 2-8R, I 1/2
been aft appliances
SS2S1rio eae-sees

NICE

28R duplex
Carport No pats 2273054 or 753-74.57

ArIF Warehousing
Near MSU 520-50
753-7668

NI 1 1 s 1 oR t(.1

Selling hunting equipment, several
rifles. cases 8 ammo.•270 -30-06
.22 •243 -50 cal •20 ga. •7mm mag
•Elmm mouser •K-98 -303 brit. •17hm
•22 nnag russian bolt action Several
knives, reloading dies + equip..
binoculars + hand warmers +
computer desk + small office desk
•air COT •feSSOf 4. more

MOVING SALE
24 Nottingham Lane in
Sherwood Forest Subdivision,
off Wiswell Road
Saturday, October 27 • 7AM
Microwave. oven dishwasher mattress
sets. tools. Christmas decorations cooking
utensils, collectibles. glassware. BR suite
19-1/2HP. 42" cut riding lawn mower with
trailer, other items Cheap, all must go,
FOR Pent
Boat & RV storage
12x36 units
11x12 garage doors
Monthiy yearly rates

G &C
STORAGE and

PROPANE
lye Main
i 7701 753-6266
Cell 12701 293-4183
9 am 41im M.F

RENTAIS
MINI-STORA(;E
Nth. renting
Leafed Jr '20 S 4rh

270-436-54%
170-193-6906
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available 7532905 or 7517536
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
-Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
*Sale & clean
-We sell boxes'
-We rent U Hauls
753-9600
0
Prop.
For UN
F LOR1ST 'GIFT Shop
tor sale Call 270-293.
.'375

VERY nice commercial
building for lease in
Murray area
Over
8.800 S,F, Great for
retail. offices, restau
rant or any kind (if
business Has parking
lot central We, and
security
system
$1,800/mo. 270-293
9349

2 Basset Hounds. tri
color, gorgeous, $275
270-875-2805
7 mo. Pug. ACA
Registered Paid $300
will take $250 Need.,
to find good horn,
ASAP 270-350-3966
DOG Obedience
436-2858

1994 Sooner 4 horse
slant all aluminum
horse trailer New tires
great condition Con
753-2905 or 293-859'
HORSE
Boarding
Available
10 miles
east
of
Murray
$125/mo stall or pas
lure 270-759-4994 CY
270-293-7315

GARAGE
SALE
1707
Johnson Blvd
(off Doran rd.)
Fri & Sat
7-12
Miscellaneous
items

Rain or shine

17
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400

2 000 square fee
office
space
and
adpoining 2000 square
feet thing space downtown 978-0698
MURRAY
Counts:twiny Pnme
retail 'matron for rent
or lease Over 1800 sd
ft Available Nov 2007
865)705-5812
OFFICE or retail space
available Prime Vocation 753-2905 2931480

lots of sluff, 100
Much to Mention

YARD
SALE

Christmas decor
electronics, exercise equipment,
furndure

Furniture, housewares clothes costumes, & much more
New & great condition Priced to sell,

Sofas, loveseal.
rectifiers. table &
4 chairs, wicker
settee & chars.
lamps etc

MOVING
SALE

YARD SALE

2484 Jones
Sparkman
94W. R on 783.
L on Jones
Sparkman, 3rd
house on R
Sat.• 8AM-12PM
hunting clothes.
muzzle loader truck
bed trailer, furniture.
treadmill, clothes

GARAGE
SALE

8 mi. E Hwy. 94
Fri. & Sat.
antique sewing
machines gun collection, ink jet
printers, glassware. tools. Ford
Jubilee tractor, 614
box blade, bush
hog, lots of MrSC.
MULTI-FAMILY
GARAGE SALE
801 Bagwell Blvd
Thurs. Fri & Sat
8-?

324 Mermie Pirates Cove.
Hardin

Sat.
8AM-4PM

Fri. &

miscellaneous

1511 Kirkwood Dr

408 N. 6th St.
Sat.• 7AM
Years of collecting,
Furniture, child's violin. TVs. classic children 8 adult books
Chnstmas & camping
stuff, camper top.
bikes bedding more,

PRIME lakefront, lake
view and access
acreages at bargain
prices.
kylakesale.com or
call 800-704:3154

lortild dniirtnunin
it. lne sale, rental Of rid,ertl,
ot n-il rtate haied or. hien,
adJaion to thew pinto P.,
tinder federal la,
e nih l,n,nn.i,chi Inept air.'
ail,ernsuis tor n•al estate which
I, not in ,lolalion oi the law All
aft.
intornied
that all d,ellIng,adiertred are
asallahli• ou an equal orportu-

1.5. acres. well. sep
lc. 94 East, left on 464,
2 miles on right. Justin
Tripp 293-9569
LAKE Bargain! 1+
acre lake access with
free boat slips
$29,900 Great terms
Call 800-704-3154

,utt

• rurther rereannir with Farr
-erg 1•1,er•nang
'
\ (ilk reit I

Chnstmas ,terns
30'5 ror•drir n•
antiii,,i•s I. a.t
kitchenware. Tv'.
sports equipment.
Ciosoll comforters
office supplies, pock
et knives, lots more'

"ROOF OUR
CHURCHBETHEL UMC
YARD SALE
Old City Park
2 Pavilions
Sat., 10/27 only
7AM-1PM

NEWo,

‘11
•I •
Any Local.'
Any_ Condition
ersx

2711-761-11t1

Lake Property

1.98 ACRE WATERFRONT with dock
built' KY Lake
$69,900 Only one'
Call owner 615-5155550

co

Thoroughbr
Murray Est
2.58A, bre.
family roo
hardwood,
Nice, price
753-3966,
752-0624.

"
470 1

2006 Harle
Dyna Wid:
owner, 3,t
perfect
many extra
435-4707, .
480

U1S4.E1D5.
Starto
mt
in

Call 7!

ligg

arme For Sall

485
64

(
$2110,3
20
00
0.5
AWD,
2000 NiGXE,
1,ez
Warranty.
71
m
1998
5.7, $8,51
C&K 70'
490

05 Nis,
Silver, 4.
270-293-:
5 to 295 acres. West
Calloway.
Possibe
owner financing. 4892116. leave message.
460
Haws For Side
3 Bedroom brick. 80
acres, will divide. St rt
464Burma
rd
(270)345-2773

21

d•P•

loaded.
leather i
up dis.
miles.
$13,995.
4602
8
200
700
.01 Ni
Excellen
e7.11n999v52g
ae36In$5: n8f0i60.6,
e
C

36R 1.5BA brick home.
Immaculate move-/n
condition. $1)4,900
1116 Fairlane. 270293-4602

9

wagon,

NEW HOME
READY TO MOVE IN!
North of Town On Wells Purdom
1,730 sq. ft. living space plus garage
3 BR, 2 bath, master suite, fireplace, vaulted ceilings, dining room
w/wood floors. dishwasher & rage
included, deck, concrete drive.
Well built by a very
experienced builder.
Buy Now & Save Broker Fees

(270)97:
1977
Silver
conditio
best
we

11111
93 Ch
South
080 2

Mei
94 Che
V8, 2t

$136,900.00

Call Sam 0 270-254-6121

cab
43
761984.xT;
12
4
;
530

OPEN MOUSE
1510 CANTERBURY
SATURDAY OCT 27 2P/V1-4PA1

• .:T.4hpw
- 411-41111t.

I ‘11
slim,'.,

1,
Newly renovated 3BR. 2BA
Large sunroom & Fenced backyard
Register for a $50 00 gas card.

Angelia Fry of Re/max Real Estate
Associates 227-2136

All kinds of items

Visit our website:
www.murrayledger.com

MUST Set
under app
bdr/2 bath
sq.ft.; 3 s
270-227 •:

47 5 acres, 35 acres
prime row crop land.
Located 94E. Call 270_ 753-1323 ex1 120

Sat.• 6AM-1PM

Gatesborough
Circle
Sat. • 7AM-IPM

Lake Property
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MOVING SALE
Woodgate
Subdivision
606
Tanglewood
Saturday
7:00am-?

GOTTA GO
REMODELING
SALE

furniture bedding
what-nots, lamps
cookware. small appit
ances. Louis L Amour
& other books

room-

500-8 S. 12th St..
next to
Family Dollar
10/29-11/2
9AM-5PM each day

some furniture, kids
videos. home decor.
floral arrangernents.
word processor, etc.

INDOOR
MOVING
SALE
Sat.. 1W27
8AM-7

Sprint Store back

506 Pottertown Rd

400
Vero Salt

1 WEEK
INSIDE
YARD SALE

2002 Rugby Dr.
(west on
Wiswell, right
on Fleetwood,
left on Rugby)
Sat., 1W27• 7AM-?

2111

lil I

HI,

MOVING
SALE

GARAGE
SALE

FOR
28A lakefron
wl dock, 2
garage w/ .
759-9046,
3953

ACRES

Bedrorn Hame

Yard Salt

GUYS THIS ONE IS FOR YOU
1 501 LONDON DR.
FRI. 4:30PN1-7:00PM
SAT. 7:00AIVI-NOON

EXECUTIVE
Murray, ••
with WI
acre wooded
r•Placernant.
$500,000 +,
$318,000 by.
(270)753-i

2F
,,
L;
:
g102

1625 Sunset Or.
Oct. 27
7AM-?
furniture gas
grills, misc household/garage items

MOVING SALE!

160
For

YARD
SALE

basketball goal. Greer Machine. Kant game system
with baseball & Dowling ping pcng table drum set
football jerseys remote control cars. CD paw
name brand clothing - Abercrombie Gap, Polo
Under Armor HaAoween decor, househokt items,
home decor TV stands, Vera Brariey handbags &
billfolds. luggage bookcases, lots of toys & games

EVERYTHING MUST GO!
1007 POPLAR, MURRAY
SAT. 8 AM - 3 PM
No early birds!
Furniture, antiques, toys,
clothing,seasonal, home
decor, kitchen items, and
MORE! Something for
everyone - don't miss it!

Murray Lett

PUblIc SOY
111313
[

bee Ws

[
1331
Real Estate

(270) 753-1713

5 piece bedroom set
Wood veneer Includes
large dresser wf mirror,
chest
drawers
of
nig/ester-id headboard
Good shape $175
753-4870
after
5 30PM

YARD SALE
111 Birchwood Drive,
Crossfield Subdivision
Saturday •6AM-?
mountain be. chopper bike, scooters bike ramp,

Murray Ledger & Times

3 bedroom 2 112 bath CAVA on
corner lot in Crossfield Sub.
Remodeled, very nice.

753-2905 • 270-293-8595

s•,e,
753-18

CLASSIFIEDS

Murray Ledger & Times

EXECUTIVE home in
Murray, unique design
with all amenities. 1
acre wooded lot,
replacement coat
$500,000 +, sale pnce
$318,000 by owner.
(270)753-9686
FOR Sale/Lease. 38R
28A lakefront property
vo/ dock, 2•1/2 car
garage vr/ apt. 270759-9046, 270-9783953
I

I \ 1 \11 1
\I
I It I III I!

Calhoon Construction, LLC
General Contracting
Commercial Residential
Remodeling, Additions,
Repairs, Concrete & Roofing
Office: 270-761-6790
Cell: 270-978-1007

rcL

Olkne

I

N \ 11

MUST Sell! Priced
under appraisal; 3
bdr/2 bath, 2,800+
sq.11,, 3 stall garage.
270-227-6850
NEW
construction.
FSBO,
116
Thoroughbred Drive,
Murray Estates. 48R
2,58A. breakfast room,
family room. Floor:
hardwood, tile, carpet
Nice, priced to sell.
753-3966, 293-9747,
752-0624.

le

rcydss & ATVs

2006 Harley Davidson
Dyna Wide Glide. 1
owner, 3,000 miles,
perfect
condition,
many extras, $13,900.
435-4707, 293-1722.
480

lake
in

USED TIRES
14. 15. 16 inch
Starting at S20
mounted
111
sep464,
ustin

with
rms.

acres
land.
2700

Wes
.ssibe
. 449
sage

211
,ck.

80
ie. st rt
rd

home.
ove-in
14.900.
. 270-

Call 753-5606

(2) 2005 Equinoxes.
AWD, ; $10,900,
$10,300. Warranty.
2000 Nissan Anima
GXE,
$4,900.
Warranty.
1998 Z71. 3rd door,
5.7, $8,500. Warranty
CMS 705-5973 anytime
Cars
05 Nissan Altima.
Silver, 40,000 miles.
270-293-8541
2004 Pontiac Grand
Prix.
Absolutely
loaded. Black with tan
leather interior. Heads
up display. 67,000
miles.
I
owner.
$13,995.
270-2934602
2001 Nissan Sentra.
Excellent condition.
87,000 miles. $6,200.
Call
753-4126
evenings.
'99 Dodge Stratus.
126,000 miles, $800.
753-8169
1995 Honda Accord
wagon, low miles, asking $33,500 0130.
(270)978-6415
1977 Rolls Royce
Silver Wraith II. Good
condition. Will take
best offer within next 2
weeks, 731-247-5643

ram.

93 Chevy van, 402
South 16th. $2,500
OBO. 293-2072

94 Chevy 1500, 350
V8, 200,000 miles.
761-4846
1984 Toyota truck long
cab 4x4. Call after 5:00
436-2754

I A,
LAWN SERVICE
Mowing, Manicuring,
landscaping &
leaf Vacuuming
SatiOartmnioaraMeed
753-1816 227-0611

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

Hill Electric
Since 1986
24 noun saavka
Res , Cum • & Ind
Licensed 8/ Insured
All jobs - big or small

FREE
FuTREU:S Tree
Service
Trimming, removal,
stump grinding, tirewood. Insured. 4892839.

753-9562
436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service. Complete tree
removal, gutter
cleaning, hauling, etc,
Insured,
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
gunk & tree work.
A to B Moving. Local
and long distance
moves Call Bnan at
270-705-4156
A-1 Joe's Mower
repair. pick-up, delivery. 436-2867
A-1 Stump Removal.
Fully insured, 4373044.
AAA HANDYMAN
All types of carpentry,
additions, decks
Hauling, clean up Junk
Garage, yards,
buildings
Prompt dependable
Free estimates
35 yrs experience
Anytime 753-9210
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren
ks pi l \is
Nlitchell Bros.
Pa% jug
759-05111
753-1537

'I'RAV IS

• weekly & spealal pick
•locally owned/operated
759-1151 • 293-2733
293-2734

JOE'S JOBS

"53-4344 • 2.7.--56-14
FUTRELL
MOBILE
WASH
Cleaning tor
boats
pontoons
concrete, vinyl
fences, brick
business front,
i motor home,
I campers. en.
(270)759-1639
(270)293-3273
NEED A
METAL ROOF?
CALL
(270)752-0414
Ask forDarren
Nightspot'.
NEED HELP?
Handyman Services.
All remodeling.
No job too small.
Free estimates.
(731)247-3081A
(731)363-3511
Quicker. Better.
Cheaper.

.li
to.,ii.„nt4
IR,
IN
270-753-2279
BACKHOE &
TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel.
white rock.
436-2113
Dozer work A Track
hoe
Calloway
Trash Service
II AUTOMATED BILLING
III CONTAINERS AVAIL
•RATES STARTING AT
SI5A40
781-3740 213-4045
CATHY'S
Wallpapenng.
Painting, Cleaning
270- 227-6606 731498-8904
NADEAU'S
Construction
•Floonng -Decks
*Vinyl siding •All
Home improvements
(270)978-2111
Licensed/Insured
DAVID'S
Cleaning
Service. All external
cleaning. Vinyl, fences.
etc. (270)527-7176
ONJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd lobs
you don't have time
for
Painting, siding, roots.
decks
293-5438
YEARRY'S
Tree
Service. Free estimates. Phone 4362562, 227-0267

293-8688
RETIRED Carpenter.
Start Immediately,
RI Woods 753-9440

David's
Home
Improvement
Water Damaged Floors
Braces & Floor Joists
Remodeling 5 Plumbing
Died Gaihmore. Owner
Will Do Insurance Work
Visa & MasterCard koepied

731-247-5422
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
intorrnation do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities

TRENCHING
731.782_3951
731-336-5288

k riday. October 26, 20117•38

Scientists locate
brain area that
activates optimism
WASHINGTON (AP) — A
person's optimism in the future
seems to be controlled by a
small front part of the rnid-brain,
according to a study that used
brain imaging.
That area deep behind the
eyes activates when people think
good thoughts about what might
happen in the future. The more
optimistic a person is, the
brighter the area showed up in
brain scans, the scientists reported in a small study published
online Thursday in the journal
Nature.
That same part of the brain,
called the rostra' anterior cingulate cortex (rACC), seems to
malfunction in people suffenng
depression, said the study coauthors, Elizabeth Phelps of
New York University and Tali
Sharot of University College
London.
Researchers gave 15 people
functional magnetic resonance
imaging scans while they
thought about future possibilities. When the participants
thought about good events both
the rACC and amygdala, which
is involved in emotional
responses including fear, were
activated. But the correlation
with optimism was biggest with

Horoscope
HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
for
Saturday, Oct. 27, 2007:
This year you will be open to
many different approaches.
Deciding which way or manner
suits you could be very demanding. You will evolve into a far
happier person as a result. You
will like variety and understand
its role in your life much better
by your birthday in 2008. If you
are single, you could draw a
slew of admirers. The question
remains: Who would you like as
your special loved one'? Claim
your power and never feel like
you have to make a decision one
way or the other. ft you are
attached, your relationship
opens up with your willingness
to understand others better.
GEMINI trusts you. The two of
you often have very serious
talks.
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so,
1 -Difficult

the cingulate cortex.
The same study also found
that people tended to think that
happier events were closer in
time and more vivid than the bad
ones, even if they had no reason
to believe it. Phelps said.
Psychologists have long
known people have an "optimism bias," but the new study
offers new details.
When researchers asked the
subjects to think about 80 different future events that could be
good, bad or neutral, they had a
hard time getting people to think
negatively, or even neutrally,
about the future. For example,
when people were asked to ponder a future haircut, they imagined getting the best haircut of
their lives, instead of just an
ordinary trim. Phelps said.
The study makes sense and
pulls together new and different
parts of research on optimism
and the brain, said Dan Schacter,
a professor of psychology at
Harvard University who wasn't
part of the research.
Having our brains wired to
optimism is generally a good
thing because "if you were pessimistic about the future you
would not be motivated to take a
lot of action," Phelps said.

lacesibe Iligar
Tonight: Read between the lines.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** You might want to try
something very different and
more dynamic. Listen to suggestions that head in your direction.
A partner gives you strong feedback. Do listen, as this person
often has unique and exciting
suggestions. Tonight: Go along
for the ride.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Doc.
21)
***** You might not always
be able to handle everything that
heads down your path, nor
Should you. Investigate with an
eye to the different. You might
not be awe what is the best way
to proceed. Tonight: Sort through
invitations.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Knowing when to call it a
day would be smart. Fatigue earmarks the later day. Remember,
you are only one person and can
only do so much. Listen to what
is being shared with an open
mind. Tonight: Take some down
time.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Though you might feel
out of sorts as the day begins, by
the evening, you are a force to
behold. During a boring moment
or two, think about what you
would do if you could. You might
be able to do just that. Tonight:
Fun and games.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Your centering proves to
be remarkable, especially if
someone wants to push or
nudge you in a different direction. Knowing what works could
be instrumental to your success.
Know when to put a halt to a
game. Tonight: Entertain from
your castle.

ARIES (March 21-April 19)
***** Discussions are animated and full of fun. You might
not realize how much can happen all at once. Listen to
answers that come forward. You
might not be sure someone is
grounded.. You also might not
care. Tonight: Visiting; catch up
on news.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** Know when to back off.
Someone might have more rigid
yet less effective ideas. Each
person needs to see the end
result of his or her idea.
Investigate what might be going
on through your own method. BORN TODAY
You easily could be on overload. Poet Dylan Thomas (1914),
Tonight: Keep costs low.
actress, sportscaster Jayne
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
Kennedy (1951), actress Ruby
***** Your energy makes Dee (1924)
you close to unstoppable. Listen
***
to what someone says with more Jacqueline Bigar Is on the
care. Your personality might be Internet at http://vAvw.jacquemore mellow than it has been in lineblgar.com.
a while, as you take a risk. You (c) 2007 by King Features
know what you are doing. Syndicate Inc.
Tonight: All smiles.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*** Use your instincts to follow
through on what might be most
important. Other people are
vague, but just the same, you
can get to the bottom of a problem. Use the morning for active
interactions. Mellow out later.
Tonight: Stop the rat race. Do
what you want.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** Zoom in on what you
want. Don't be surprised if you
receive a mixed message. How
you handle an issue could be
very different from others. Give
others space to just be. Tonight:
Where the action is.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** You might feel you need
to do something very differently.
Though you might be unusually
tired or dragged down, it doesn't
mean you need to do something
different. Examine alternatives
rather than negate them Bring
others together. Tonight. Where
the action is.
UBRA(Sept 23-Oct 22)
***** If you can, opt for
adventure or do something very
different. You don't need to have
all the answers. Trust your decision. You might riot be as open to
a creative venture as you would
like to
believe Relax more

Menus tor the various lunchrooms of the Murray City Schools
and Calloway County Schools have been released by Bridget
Jaszenko and Pat Lane, food service directors respectively,
for the week of Oct. 29 to Nov. 2.
Menus, subject to occasional changes based on availability of food, are as follows:
MURRAY CITY
Elementary - Breakfast (toast, cereal, Juice and milk available daily) Monday - egg and cheese toast; Tuesday - breakfast bagel, Wednesday - French toast sticks; Thursday sausage and biscuit; Friday - blueberry muffin. Lunch (canned
or fresh vegetables, canned or fresh fruit and lowfat milk
available daily) Monday - ham ad cheese sandwich, tuna
salad plate w/crackers; Tuesday - roast beef w/Swiss sandwich, chicken faiita; Wednesday - hot dog on bun, pimento
cheese sandwich; Thursday - oven fried chicken, peanut butter and jelly sandwich; Friday - Galaxy pizza, fish nuggets
w/tartar sauce.
Middle - Breakfast (toast, cereal, juice and milk available
daily) Monday - toaster strudel; Tuesday - sausage and biscuit; Wednesday - breakfast bagel; Thursday - Danish; Friday - biscuit and gravy. Lunch (cooked and fresh vegetables,
canned or fresh fruit and lowfat milk available daily) Monday
- chicken casserole, burrito w/salsa; Tuesday - spaghetti
w/meat sauce, cnspito w/cheese; Wednesday - gnlled ham
and cheese, chef salad w/crackers and dressing; Thursday oven fried chicken, cheese pizza; Friday - foot long hot dog,
hot ham and cheese sandwich.
High - Breakfast (toast, cereal, juice and milk available
daily) Monday - blueberry muffin: Tuesday - biscuit and gravy;
Wednesday - pancake and sausage on stick; Thursday sausage biscuit; Friday - breakfast bagel. Lunch (hamburger,
cheeseburger, pizza, cooked and fresh vegetables, canned
and fresh fruit and lowfat milk available daily) Monday cheeseburger nuggets, BBO ribene; Tuesday - breaded chicken sandwich, chef salad w/crackers and dressing; Wednesday - mini corn dogs, tuna salad plate; Thursday - BBO
chicken sandwich, ham and cheese sandwich; Friday - Sloppy Joe sandwich, fish w/cheese sandwich.
CALLOWAY COUNTY
Snacks for Preschool and Elementaries - Monday applesauce, milk, Tuesday - cereal, animal crackers, milk,
Wednesday - muffin, milk; Thursday - cereal, graham crackers, milk; Friday - muffin, milk.
Preschool - Breakfast (milk, toast, cereal and juice available daily) Monday - breakfast pizza, juice; Tuesday - oatmeal, muffin, applesauce; Wednesday - breakfast burrito,
orange wedge, Thursday - biscuit w/sausage gravy; Friday yogurt, muffin. Lunch (milk served daily) - Monday - chicken
nuggets, roll, green beans, creamed potatoes w/gravy; Tuesday - Pepperoni pizza, whole kernel corn, garden salad
w/dressing, gelatin; Wednesday - cheeseburger, French fries,
lettuce, tomato, pickle, gelatin; Thursday - chicken nuggets.
roll, creamed potatoes w/gravy, green beans; Friday - ham
and cheese sandwich, carrot sticks w/dip, apple wedges.
Elementarlee - Breakfast (cereal, assorted toast, yogurt,
fruit juice, fresh fruit and milk served daily) Monday - sausage
biscuit; Tuesday - muffin; Wednesday - eggs, hashbrown,
toast; Thursday - breakfast pizza; Friday - yogurt, toast.
Lunch (assorted vegetables, chef salad, fruits and milk served
daily) Monday - oven fried chicken, roll, corn dog, grilled
cheese sandwich; Tuesday - pizza, chicken salad sandwich,
peanut butter and jelly sandwich; Wednesday - hot dog, ham
and cheese sandwich, peanut butter and jelly sandwich; Thursday - super nachos, grilled chicken sandwich, peanut butter
and jelly sandwich; Friday - teriyaki chicken wince, hamburger, grilled cheese sandwich.
Middle - Breakfast (fruits, fruit juice, toast, cereal and milk
served daily) Monday - scrambled eggs, hashbrown and toast;
Tuesday - steak biscuit; Wednesday - muffin, cereal, Poptad;
Thursday - cinnamon raisin biscuit; Friday - scrambled eggs,
bacon, toast. Lunch (assorted vegetables, chef salad, fruits
and milk served daily) Monday - oven fried chicken, roll,
turkey club, pimento cheese sandwich; Tuesday - Teriyaki
chicken and rice, roll, cheeseburger, ham and cheese sandwich; Wednesday - hot dog, ham and cheese sandwich, Domino's pizza; Thursday - Chuckwagon w/gravy, roll, cheeseburger, turkey and cheese sandwich; Friday - oven fried chicken,
roll, turkey club, ham and cheese sandwich.
High - Breakfast (cereal, toast, cinnamon toast, Pop tarts,
fresh fruit and milk served daily) Monday - sausage biscuit;
Tuesday - pancakes w/syrup; Wednesday - yogurt, toast;
Thursday - biscuit w/sausage gravy; Friday - breakfast taco.
Lunch (chef salads, fresh fruits, vegetables, deli sandwiches,
hamburgers and milk served daily) Monday - cream of potato soup, pizza sticks, corn dog; Tuesday - chili cheese, baked
potato, breadsticks, hot ham and cheese; Wednesday - pizza,
fish sandwich; Thursday - chicken nuggets, roll, cheeseburger; Friday - Mexican bean roll, chicken patty sandwich.

Subscribe by calling 753-1916
Today! LOURS,TIMES

The Murray Ledger & Times'
Christmas In Our Backyard
magazine is interested in having
your Holiday Recipes, cookies, candy
or anything special you make at
Christmas time.
If you have an interesting holiday recipe
let us know and perhaps it will be printed
and help capture the special holiday
spiritfound — In Our Backyard!

CONTACT:
Eric Walker, Editor
at 753-1916
or e-mail
editor@murrayledger.com.
DEADLINE OCTOBER 29TH

10 years ago
Published is A picture of Don
Overbey hosing debris off his tonlot alter bushhogging corn stalks
between wheat planting ival soybean harvesting the photo was
hs Staff Photographer Bernard
Kane
Births reported include a boy
to Regina and Many Williams and
J girl to Marianne and David
Koehler, Oct 21
Mr and Mrs William A. Bailey will be married for 60 years
Oct 41
20 years ago
At the 10th annual Todd County f-estis al of Bands at Elkton,
Murray High School received five
trophies and Calloway County High
School received a superior rating.
Walter Byars, a member of the
Calloway County Board of Edusainin. has been elected 10 serve
as chairman of the First Region
01 the Kentucky School Boards
Association at a Hireling at
Published is a picture tat Will
Ed Stokes beside a 'Turnbull pear
tree Mai is now in full bloom
the photo was by Staff Phoiogtaiilwr Dase Reeves.
30 years ago
Published is a picture of the
Illore than 150 students and staff
.1 Murray Training School in front
of the school on April 10, 1927
On Jan 28. 19714, students and
teachers all riaived into their new
building on the Murray State College campus A reunion of Murray Training School will be held
(let. 28 and 29. 1977, at the West
Kentucky Exposition Center. Murray State University. Speakers will
include lames (.) Overby. class
id 19;5, Wells Lovett, class of
1940, Charles Magness. class of
1951, Ilanip Brooks, class of 1961:
and Jay Richey, class of 1968-.
Births reported include a girl
to Mr And Mrs Little'. M. Myatt,

By .1 hr Associated Press
lialay is I nday. Oct. 26, the
299th day of 2007 There are 66
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History
On Oct 26, 18141, the "Gunfight at the 0 K Corral" took
place in tombstone. Ant as Wyatt
Tarp. his two brothers and "Dos:Holliday confronted Ike Clanton's
gang Three members of Clan ton's group were killed. Earp's
htodier, arid Holliday were a mind

Oct 4
40 years ago
The Kirksey Elernentiuy School
Unit of the Parent-Teacher Association is the second school an
the Western Kentucky area to reach
the 200 percent membership in
PTA, according to an announcement made at the "Back to School
Night" with approximately 450
persona present
Mrs. Harlan Hodges will present a program on "What About
Our
at the meeting of the
Alpha Department of the Murray
Club
Woman's
Births reported include a boy
to Mr and Mrs. Rex Paschall,
Oct.
SO years ago
The Murray Hospital has
received recognition and approval
of the Kentucky Board of Health,
according to Bernard Harvey.
administrator.
Elected as officers of the Murray City School Faculty Club were
Prentice Lassiter, president, Mrs
Georgia Wear, vice president. and
Mrs. Lola Belle Hodges. SeCrelary.

Mrs. K 1. Crawford presented
a lesson on "Guideposts In Buying Household Equipment" at a
meeting of North Homemakers
Club held in the home of Mrs
John Workman.
60 years ago
Harold Oglesby has resigned
as duel of the Murray Fire Department to devote full time to his
trucking business. He became fire
chief Aug. I. 1946. The Murray
City Council has nanied William
0 Spencer AS chief of the departmem.
Births reported include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Cleve Parrish.
Oct. 23.
Murray High School Tigers won
13- over Madisonville in a football game at Murray.

On this date
In 1774. the First Continental
Congress adjourned in Philadelphia
In 1825. the Erie Canal opened
in upstate New York, connecting
Lake Erie and the Hudson River
In 1942, Japanese plane, badly
damaged the U S ship Hornet in
the Battle of Santa Cm/ Islands
during World War II (The Hairnet sank early the next morning.1
In 1957. the Soviet Union
.iriniiunecd that defense minister

Teen's transformation may
call for some tough love
DEAR ABBY: I am a single parent of a I6-year-old son
I'll call 'Joel.' His father has
always been a part of his life.
Abby, my son was once a polite,
respectful, hard-working young
man. But over the past year,
he has changed radically.
Joel now
thinks of no
one but himself and his
girlfriend.
He
makes
promises to
do whatever
he
thinks
will get him
what
he
wants. Then
he
cuts
By Abigail
classes with
Van Buren
his
girlfriend, chews tobacco at school,
refuses to do his homework.
and lies about his progress
reports and report cards.
If he doesn't get his way.
he becomes very aggressive.
He recently put his fist through
a picture and the wall. There
are two knuckle indentations
in my front door that he put
there. I take him to a counselor for his aggression, but
it isn't working.
He is over 6 feet tall and
weighs more than 20) pounds.
He is the only me in my
household. His father is having the same problems with
him that I am. All he wants
to do is spend time with his
girlfriend. He will stay with
whichever parent allows him
to be with her or stay on the

Dear Abby

Marshal Georgi aukov had been
relieved of his duties
In 1967, the Shah of Iran
crowned himself and his queen after
26 years on the Peacock Throne
In 1972, national security adviser Henry Kissinger declared,
"Peace is at hand" in Vietnam
In 1979. South Korean President Park Chungher was shot to
death by the head of the Korean
Central Intelligence Agency. Kim
Jae-lou

phone with her.
Joel was involved in baseball since the age of S. He
no longer cares to play. 'This
was a sudden change of heart
for him. I had him drug-tested without his knowledge. He
was clean. I am at my wits'
end. I am now on anti-depressants. I was never like that
before he became so aggressive.
His father and I have discussed putting Joel in a teenage
camp for juveniles. He's not
a bad kid. I just don't know
what to do anymore. Restrictions, no phone calls, no cell
phone, no TV, not going out
to eat, no seeing his girlfriend
outside of school -- none of
these things have worked. I've
tried making him get a job,
but he refuses. Please help me.
-- NOWHERE TO TURN IN
FLORIDA
DEAR NOWHERE TO
TURN: Send your son away
only as a last resort. It appears
his hormones have kicked in,
and if I had to make a wild
guess, I'd say he's sleeping
with the girlfriend.
Reasoning with him, punishing him and taking him to
a counselor haven't worked, so
be prepared to get tough. The
next time he threatens you and
destroys your property -- and
that's what putting a fist through
a wall is -- call the police
and let them handle him.
There is a support group
for parents of hard-to-handle
children, and your son qualifies. The group is called BILY
(Because I Love You). Contact it through its Web site,
www.bily.org, or at P.O. Box
2062, Winnetka, CA 91396,
and tell them I sent you.
DEAR ABBY: I have many
male friends whom I regard
as "just friends." But from
time to time, one of them sees
me in a different light.
What's the best way to
politely turn down a date and
still maintain a guy's friendship? -- JUST FRIENDS IN
HAWAII
DEAR JUST FRIENDS:
The mistake many women make
in telling men they are not
romantically interested in them
is soft-pedaling the message
in an effort to be kind.
My male readers have told
me that in the long run it's
kinder -- and less a waste of
everyone's time -- to say straight
out, *I like you as a friend,
but I don't want to date you."
Or to put it another way, "I
like and respect you, but the
chemistry isn't there.'
•••
Dear Abby is written by
Abigail Van Buren, also
known as Jeanne Phillips,
and was founded by her mother. Pauline Phillips.
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DEAR DR. GOTT: My wife
sod I both in our 80s, read your
column regularly and like your
style. You offer good medical
advice for healthful hying, and
we hope your ocher readers take
advantage of it as we do.
However,
have
observed
some behavI0f that is disiij
turbing and
unfathomable. We
have been to
many hospitals and medical -office
buildings to
see nurses,
By
Dr. Peter GoB technicians
and doctors
who are obese. Some are grossly obese. We also see them and
other staff workers taking a smoking break outside the buildings.
Shouldn't the doctors set a
good example for their patients
and encourage their own staff to
do the same, or is habit and
addiction too difficult to overcome even for health care
providers? These people must be
of above-average education and
intelligence to be where they are
in life, and there has been so
much Information published in
recent years about obesity and
smoking that they should know
better and do better.
DEAR READER: I sin also
puzzled by health care workers
and physicians who are overweight and/or engage in activities — such as smoking — that
increase the nsk of serious disease. I don't have an explanation for this, and I can't under-

stand how an overweight doctor
can advise obese patients to lose
weight without setting an example. If an obsess doctor advised
me to trim down, I would ignore
his advice.
Obesity is often linked to
heart disease, hypertension. high
cholesterol levels and a myriad
of other diagnoses. We owe it
to ourselves to take better care
of our bodies, and this includes
having physicians and related
health care workers setting a
good example. Your point is a
good one.
To give you related information. I am sending you a copy
of my Health Report "A Strategy For Losing Weight.DEAR DR. GO: Several
years ago, I was diagnosed by
a neurologist with a neurogenic
form of claudication. The pain
is basically in the calf of my
legs, with the right leg worse
than the left. Is there any type
of treatment for this other than
surgery? I am 75 years old, and
have had left knee and right
hip replaxements. I had surgery
on my lower back to remove
arthritic spurs from the sciatic
nerve area. 1 would appreciate
your advice.
DEAR READER: I confess
that I have never heard of neurogenic (nerve-induced) claudication (leg cramps during exercise that are caused by arterial
blockages). Therefore, I cannot
comment on your condition. Intermittent claudication as best treated by surgery to unblock the
affected blood vessels. Ask your
primary care physician to advise
you about therapeutic options or
refer you to a vascular surgeon
for a second opinion.
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(for example, your diamonds could
have been A-K-x-x-x-s, in which
case you also would have hid one
and two diamonds.)
The leap to three notrurnp cannot
be construed as representing a big
hand, since you previously were
willing to quit at two diamonds. With
partner having made two forcing
bids, you can't afford to make
another discouraging rebid.
3. Four hearts. Obviously, your
hand rises greatly in value once partner bids hearts. His initial spade
response reduced your hand in value,
but the two-heart bid has now
Nosted it well beyond its original
evaluation. It would be wrong to hid
only three hearts, which might cause
partner to think you were responding
only because you had to.
The jump to four hearts indicates
maximum values based on a good
heart fit. It invites partner to try for
slam with the right cards, bearing in
mind, however, the limited strength
indicated by your two-diamond hid
4. Three clubs 'the danger ot
total misfit is clearly suggested bs
partner's responses in the suits where
you have less than adequate support
for him. The hest way to warn partner of the misfit is by bidding three
clubs. This tells him you base length
in the minor suits plus distribution
that will not lend itself well to
notrurnp play. A two-notrinnp bid at
this point would show a more balanced hand.

bidding
Easi
Pass
Pass

What would you bid now with
each of the hollowing four hands'?
I 4. 764 •15•AQ.1832 Al
2.•83 V 62•AKQ.174•KJ6
3.•10 11 Q843•AK9642•A5
4.•7 V A9•K09753•KJ82
1. Two spades. When you open
with minimum values, you are
obliged to rebid thereafter in minimum terms. Your opening diamond
bid is clearly of the minimum class,
and partner has done nothing that
should cause you to alter that assessment.
Two diamonds told partner not to
expect too much, and this message is
repeated by showing a willingness to
kt the bidding die at two spades. If
partner continues the bidding, he
does so in the face of your slowdown tactics. Two notnimp over two
hearts would be more forward-going
than the hand merits, and would also
suppress your three-card spade support for partner's almost certain fivecard spade suit.
2. Three notrump. Having previously indicated minimum values
with your two-diamond rebid, you
now tell partner that your hand is not
nearly as had as It might have been.
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Racer Football'07
GAME 8: MURRAY STATE VS. EASTERN KENTUCKY
Saturday, Oct. 27 • Noon • Roy Stewart Stadium

Hope high on new, improved Racers
EKU COACH CALLS MURRAY STATE A TEAM ON THE RISE

Murray State Eastern Kentucky
Limps
OFFENSE
MURRAY STATE
WR Rod Harper, 8-1, 207, Jr
TE Ben Rush. 6-3, 252, Jr
LT Cody Morehead, 6-4. 252. Sr
LO Dylan Minded.. 6-2. 275, Fr
C Quinton Hankins. 5-10, 282, Jr
Ra Eric °melts 8-3, 303, So
AT Stephen Huff, 6-5, 311. So.
WA Lee McGinms. 8-3, 175, Sr.
OB Jell Ehrhardt 6-4, 197, Fr.
TB Charlie Jordan. 5-8, 192, So.
FB Bryan Cardenas, 5-8, 224, Fr
K Tyler Wetss, 5-10, 157. Fr
EASTERN KENTUCKY
WR. Kyle Barber. 5-10, 175. Sr
WA: C.J. Walker, 5-9, 189, So
LT: Sean Dumford. 6-5. 293, Sr
LG Michael Howard, 6-1, 273, So
C: Shawn Dedden, 6-0. 260, Sr
AG Bakahri Thornton. 6-2, 285. Sr
AT Derek Hardman, 6-6, 282, So
TI Steven Sizemore. 6-3, 250, Jr
WA: Quinton Williams, 6-1, 204, Sr
08: Akan Holland, 6-1.245. Jr.
TB Marx Dunn, 6-0, 200, Sr
FB Jake Tarnasiut 5-8, 202, So
K Taylor Long, 5-11, 172, Jr.

The biggest task at hand for
NICHAEL DANN
Money State will be trying to
SpOds Rath
leads
After securing their 30th con- combat a team that as they
season all 116 KS teams with a +17
waling
secutive
margin. They have
Saismday against Tennessee turnover
those turnovers into 100
Stare ia Richmond, Eastern turned
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1(eimicky also did something
points off their turnovers.
six
for
e
impressiv
probably we
offense, EKU has put up
On
head condi Damny Hope.
132 first half points and racked
Web the 49-7 win over the
up 124 in the second half.
Tigers, die Colonek improved
All that said, Matt Griffin
to 5-0 and virtually part themknows that the Colonels are in
to
seat
drivers
is
the
selves
first place for a reason.
claim its 19th Olio Valley
-They bend but don't break
Conksace Championship sad
defense," Griffin said
on
die fire For them in Ready a
Monday."They lead the country
decade,OW already beating the
an turnover margin. 1 think they
sop ire leans is the____
have three guys with four picks.
le
Jacksonvil
Maris,
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That's unheard of. That's outStare.
Stec and nom Tennessee
standing-great defensive play.
Easels Kentucky, the only That will help bring attention to
rehear= seam is the °VC, will detail. Not just me saying it, but
look So keep perfection as tact, what our guys see on tape."
as the Calliateis will mai their
Derrick Huff is one of those
anemias to Murray State on leaders on defense. The 5-footwhich
in
Saturday. a contest
II. 188 pound defensive back
Hope calls die Racers a football was named OVC Defensive
seen ea the rise_
Player of the Week this past
-They play die game the way week after a career-best nine
as supposed to be played." Hope tackles in last Saturday's win.
sad Tuesday in his weekly tele- His biggest play came in the seccaster:me. -Nberay Stair plays ond quarter when TSU was
wide opm. dary're reckless and threatening to tie the game at 14they throw their body around.
all. Huff intercepted a pass and
NANCY TAGGERT / Richmond Registe
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game
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They
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Roy Stewart Serb= des sea- er Rod Harper. who Saturday. carries.
line in the conference. Very starting the second week of
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at
win coining extended his steak to 23-straight
season
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When
ms. with ihek
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defensive
good
last
Mark Dunn, who missed
Lambs& games with a catch after his 25Last week, he set the EKU
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against
have those two things, you're
in week's game with illness, has
with 175 straight pass
However. htSU was able to snap yard grab from Jeff Ehrhardt
and five TD's on Or doing what you need to do to be record
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ar.
Ilaudapaan
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the attempts without an intercepstopping
You're
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sisewssa OVC Asia _successful
With more focus on EKU,the carries.
off
knocked
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football. In tion.
Griffin put things in simple run and you run the
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as they average 200
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DEFENSE
ATE
MURRAY
DE Tyler Sinclair. 6-2, 234. So
6-3, 274, So
Roach,
Wit
DT
DT Danny Blakemore. 6-2, 259, So
DE Blake Booth, 6-2, 227. So.
LB Zech Kutch. 6-0, 210, Fr.
LB Tamar Butler, 5-11, 198, So
LB Wade Peters, 6-2, 220, So.
CB J Jean-Baptist,. 5-10. 170, Fr
SS Will Werner. 5-9, 183, Jr
CB Derrick Perron, 5-10, 183, Sr
FS Marvin Robinson, 6-1, 190, Fr
P Sean O'Bnen, 6-0, 188, So.
EASTERN KENTUCKY
LE Chns Coy, 6-1,250. Jr
LT Chns Hams, 6-2, 292, Jr
AT Tory Miller. 6-1, 295, Sr
RE Cardius Dowell, 6-0, 255, Sr.
LB Jules Montinar 6-0, 200, Sr
LB George Anderson, 6-0. 236, Sr
LB Justin Curry. 5-11, 208, Sr.
CB Antwaun Hoiden, 6-2, 195, Sr
SS Brandon Gathof. 6-2, 204, Jr
FS Zach Denton, 5-11. 200, Jr
CB Dernck Hutt 5-11. 188, Sr
P Benton Kuszmaul, 6-2. 192. Sr

a

OVC Standings
Qyg AILGannts
5-0
Eastern Kentucky
4-1
Eastern Illinois
4-1
State
Jacksonville
2-1
Tennessee State
3-2
Austin Peay
1-3
Samford
1-3
Murray State
2-4
Tennessee Tech
1-4
Martin
Tennessee
Southeast Missouri 0-4
Sellunley, Oct. 27
Murray State vs Eastern Kentucky
Tennessee-Mean usSEIA0
Tertneasse Tech is Samford
Tennasee State vs Eastern Illtnas
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SHOPPES OF MURRAY
Between Goody's & Mourites)

-

Subscribe today and start getting the
area's most comprehensive news
coverage. From a focus on fine arts
to the latest sports reports and
everything in between, we bring you
all the news that matters to you.

Attention
Football Fans!
ism
oak

)
)a

Look for our
Football Preview Pages
the day before each home game!
Pages will be published as follows:

awe

rr
Nov. 1 - Graves Co.

Nov 16- Austin Peay

CALL TODAY! 753-1916
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OUR GREATEST LINEUP,
OUR GREATEST WARRANTY,
AND YOUR EASIEST
DECISION EVER.

Mum
ball p
a par

ALL-NEW 2009 DODGE GRAND CARAVAN

• 5-STAR GOVERNMENT CRASH TEST RATING
•STOW 'N GO' SEATING AND STORAGE OR
• AVAILABLE SWIVEL'N GO' SEATING

2007 DODGE RAM 1500QUAD CAB/REGULAR CAB

S4

CASH
00 ALLOWANCE
$100

2007 DODGE NITRO

2007DODGE DURANGO LIMITED
5.7L

5.71

HEMI WITH MDS FUEL-SAVING TECHNOLOGY(8)
• AVAILABLE
• AVAILABLE 260-HP 4.01v6 ENGINE
HEMii V8 WITH MOS FUEL-SAVING TECHNOLOGY(3)
• AVAILABLE
E 8-PASSENGER SEATING
AVAILABL
•
WHEELS
CLAD
CHROME20"
E
• AVAILABL
• LONG(ST-LASTING;4) MOST DURABLE(c) LINE OF FULL-SIZE PICKUP TRUCKS
DING SECOND-ROW SEATING
SPLIT-FOL
0
•
40/20/4
• AVAILABLE MyGIG`" ENTERTAINMENT SYSTEM(?)
• FULLY BOXED FRAME RAILS WITH HIGH-STRENGTH STEEL

0%RAPNG OR '6
ALLOWANCE0
CASH00
FINANCI

FOR 60 MONTHS(')

S4,5()()

AP
OR
OO
+S
000
$1,
NG CASH ALLOWANCE
FINANCI
AL
CASH ALLOWANCE CHRYSLE
CASH00)
BONUSR FINANCI
OR

FOR 60 MONTHS16)

CI
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GRAB LIFE tV9

1-800-4ADODGE

when vehicle is
(safercar.gov). (2)Seat must be locked in forward or rearward mode
(1)Star ratings are part of the U.S. government's SaferCar.gov program
the rear seats
in
seated
be
always
should
12
under
and
Children
acing mode.
in motion. Child restraints must only be used when seats are in forward-f
not in use, table and base must be p:operly stowed.
use.When
in
when
all
times
at
base
in
installed
be
must
Tabletop
belt.
properly restrained in a child seat or the vehicle seat
on driving habits and conditions. (4)Based on
belts. (3)12 city to 18 highway EPA est. mpg with MDS, depending
Never drive with the table installed without properly using your seat
$16.67 per month per $1,000 financed with
equals
months
60
for
5. (S)Durability based on longevity.(6)0% APR
RI. Polk a, Co. Vehicles in Operation registration statistics CV 1986-200
dealer for details. (8)13 city to 19 highway EFA
your
See
states.
all
in
available
not
is
capability
DVD
in-dash
10% down through Chrysler Financial. Not all buyers will qualify. (7)MyGIG
Non-Transferable. No deductible. Not available on SRI, diesel
dealer for a copy of the limited warranty and details.
est. mpg with MDS. Results depend on driving conditions. (9)5ee
for well-qualified buyers. Not all buyers will qualify.
Financing
Financial.
Chrysler
through
financed
when
Cash
s
(10)Bonu
engines. Sprinter. Chassis Cab, and certain fleet vehicles.
Chtysler
ks
of
d
trademar
are
registere
Go
'n
Stow
Dodge, HUAI, Quad Cab, and
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